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MARKET
INDICATORS

NATIONAL TV: ROBUST

All dayparts in second
quarter are strong,
except for evening
news. With al networks
offering first -run pro-
gramming in a sold -out
March, advertisers
could reap the benefits
of ratings over -de ivery.

NET CABLE: BUILMNG
March scatter is pop-
ping better than expect-
ed, with top cable nets
reporting a couple of
million each in sales.
Third quarter is a so
picking up. CPMs are
flat to slightlj higher
than upfront priciig.

SPOT TV: OFF

With the Olympics gone
and national ad spend-
ing slow, stations
across the country are
reporting inventory is
wide open aid nego-
tiable. Political spend-
ing has yet to begin.

RADIO: ACTIVE

Network radio scatter is
moving. March is very
tight, and April and May
are starting to tighten.
Particularly active are
pharmaceuticals., the
after -market parts deal-
er AutoZone and cable
tune -in campaign.

MAGAZINES: MOVING
With consumers contin-
uing to purchase new
homes, shelter and
lifestyle titles are get-
ting solid ad support
from furniture compa-
nies and housing -supply
retail outlets.
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GREENSPAN
CUTS IT!

Washington, D.C. In a surprise move
Federal Reserve Chairman

Alan Greenspan cut interest rates
a whole point yesterday.

Wall Street was looking for a half
point move but gladly accepted

the full point cut. Markets traded
under heavy volume and most

major indices were up.
age A8

Federal Reserve Gitelman A an Greenspan leaving the Capitol huildinE yesterday.

It's Mergerpalooza time on Wall Street PAGE A?

( Still working on it. )



On April 9, you'll discover a Wall Street Journal that bears

absolutely no resemblance to the exhibit at left. Our idea was simpler.

We're pleased to introduce an expanded and enhanced Journal,

covering not only business but the business of life. We're publishing a new section

three days a week, Personal Journal, featuring articles on personal

finance, health and family, travel, cars and gadgets.

We've also tweaked the layout for easier navigation and readability.

And, oh yes, we've added just the most judicious hint of color.

Otherwise, it's the same old brilliant rigorous shrewd witty authoritative Journal.

Coming April 9.

Please visit the newly designed



As evervtire-6T TddittCULATE.
For In Style's readers, each month's issue

is something to celebrate.

With a total circulation of over i.6 million,

they make In Style the most popular

magazine in our competitive set.

And with a median HHI of $68,000 - the most

affluent in our competitive set - they really bring

a lot to the party.

Feel free to mingle.

ON SET WITH BRAD PITT, HUGH GRANT. REESE WITHERSPOON

Ilea
Glorious Shoes!
The Season's Sexiest

Dare to Go Bare
Great Arms in 6 Weeks

Stars' True Heroes
An Exclusive Portfolio

Debra Messing Spring
Life Beyond 'Will&Grace'

Flmg!
All the Looks

You'll Want to Wear

, kai

InStyle
Competitive set: Vogue, Vanity Fair, Harper's Bazaar, Marie Claire, Allure, Elle

Source: ABC 6/30/ot; MRI Fall zoot
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A Deadline
Laura K. Jones

Primedia Closes Tem; 40 Staffers Cut
Primedia announced late Friday that it has shuttered Teen maga-
zine, one of many titles the company acquired last year from
Emap USA. The May issue will be its last; some 40 staffers
have lost their jobs. Teen editor Tommi Lewis will remain with
the company for a transitional period. Publisher Ellen
Abramowitz may fill the vacant publisher job of sister title Seven-
teen. A Primedia representative declined to comment. Primedia
said it will keep the Teen brand alive by publishing newsstand -
only special issues, including Teen Prom. Teen's paid circulation
fell 22.8 percent to 1.58 million in last year's second half ver-
sus the prior year, and newsstand sales plunged 32.9 percent,
according to the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

UPN Dips Into Wolf Lake
UPN will broadcast five episodes of CBS' can-
celled supernatural drama Wolf Lake, including
the original pilot and four never -aired episodes,
on Wednesday nights at 9 p.m. beginning on April
3, following the UPN hit Enterprise. Wolf Lake was
put on the CBS schedule last fall to bring in
younger viewers, and did: in the show's Wednes-
day slot, CBS' share of men 18-34 rose 29 per-
cent over the the previous year, while men 18-49
grew 10 percent (both are core demos for UPN).
But Wolf Lake failed to produce a strong enough
overall rating to survive on CBS. Sister Viacom
network UPN just completed its best February
sweeps in five years, with increases over February
2000 of 25 percent with adults 18-34 (2.0 rat-
ing/6 share) and 18-49 (2.0/5), according to
Nielsen Media Research. UPN also rose 18 per-
cent in delivery of persons 12-34 and 19 percent
in viewers. Strong showings from Buffy, the Vam-
pire Slayer and Enterprise helped drive the gains.

Late -Night Wheeling and Dealing
NBC locked up Late Night host Conan O'Brien last
week to a new four-year, $32 million deal, after
Fox tried to lure him away with the promise of
hosting a new 11 p.m. talk show. Late last week,
CBS was in negotiations with David Letterman
(whose contract expires in August), following
reports that Letterman was being pursued by
ABC, which has discussed the possibility of replacing its long-
time late -night newsmagazine Nightline with a new Letterman
show. Part of O'Brien's new contract allows NBC to re -purpose
his show on a cable network, similar to a deal NBC recently
struck to repeat Carson Daly's late -night Last Call with Carson
Daly on EI after airing on NBC. Comedy Central is said to be the
front-runner for the repurposed Late Night.

172

Cablevision Picks Up More MTV Networks
Although Cablevision Systems Corp. was still haggling over
carriage fees with Lifetime at press time, the cable operator
did clear the way last week for TV Land and MTV2 to gain
greater distribution in the New York market. Beginning in
April, MN Networks' TV Land and MTV2 will gain 2.5 million
analog subscribers. Also under the terms of the deal, MTV
Networks' digital suite (VH1 Classic, GAS and Noggin) will be
carried on the operator's 10: Interactive Optimum service,
along with two new digital services introduced by MTV last
week: MN Hits and Nicktoons. In addition, VH1 will grow by
80,000 Cablevision subscribers, while TNN adds 250,000.

Game Show Network Sets Sales Staff
Michael Sakin, Game Show Network senior vp
of ad sales, has finalized his new staff of 13
sales execs including MTV Networks veteran
Sam Moser, who will serve as vp of western
sales in the Dallas office. Former Weather
Channel vp Mark Mintz was named director,
based in L.A. The New York office will be
helmed by former USA sales vp Frank Ciancio,
who will serve as GSN's vp of eastern sales.
Former NBC account executive Kimberly Theiss
was named director of the Chicago office. The
2002 upfront will be the first in which GSN, now
carried in 43 million homes, will have a dedicat-
ed team of senior sales executives.

Hollings weighs in against

media industry deregulation
Page 7

Local Media 11

Market Profile 12

Inside Media 32

Magazines 35

Addenda: The E.W. Scripps Co. last week
named Tim Peterman, former CFO of USA Net-
works' cable division, its new vp of corporate
development...Arthur Frommer's Budget Travel
magazine, a Washington Post Co. -owned
bimonthly, will respond to the changes in Ameri-
can travel patterns through the publication of
an issue focusing entirely on domestic travel.
The newsstand -only issue, with 250 -plus pages,
debuts March 25...HBCSi, a national cross -plat-
form sales division recently formed by Katz His-
panic Media and Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.,
promoted Jack Hobbs to senior vp and director
of new business development, network
sales...A redesign of Rodale's Men's Health will

debut with the April issue, to hit newsstands March 19...
Ernest Renzulli, previously vp/publisher of Golf Magazine, has
taken the vp/publisher position at The Robb Report, filling a
spot left open when previous publisher Paul Dean became
the title's editor at large...CNBC will telecast a TV version of
The Suze Orman Show, a syndicated daily radio show dis-
tributed by Premiere Radio Nets, starting March 9.
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MediaWire
Discovery Nets' Rodgers
Resigns, Joining Exodus
Following a year of management re-
structuring at Discovery Communica-
tions, Discovery Networks president
Jonathan Rodgers last week became the
latest top executive to announce his
departure. Others who have left the
company over the past year include Dis-
covery Channel president Mike Quat
trone, TLC vp Jana Bennett, Discovery
digital vp Charlie Humbard and senior vp
of national ad sales Bruce Lefkowitz.

"My self -ascribed reputation is as a
builder and fixer, and as I see it, my job
is done," said Rodgers, who will leave at
the end of March after six years. During
Rodgers' tenure, Discovery Communica-
tions has grown into a $20 billion busi-
ness with 11 cable services including
Animal Planet, Travel Channel and TLC.

Though he leaves Discovery without
a new job, Rodgers said he is interest-
ed in working on start-up TV services
that serve African American audiences.
Rodgers said he is in discussions with
various companies. Rodgers' replace-
ment at Discovery has not been
named. -Megan Larson

Lachlan Murdoch Given
Oversight of Fox Stations
Lachlan Murdoch, News Corp. deputy
COO and son of chairman/CEO Rupert
Murdoch, has been given oversight of
the company's Fox Television Stations
division. The 30 -year -old Murdoch will
oversee 33 stations, including News
Corp.'s fledgling New York duopoly-Fox
outlet WNYW and UPN affiliate WWOR,
both of which are losing viewers. Mitch
Stern, president of the TV stations unit,
will report to Murdoch.

Murdoch's appointment comes at a
key time for the company. The combined
national audience reach of News Corp.'s
stations is 39 percent, according to the
BIA Financial Network, exceeding the 35
percent cap imposed by Congress. But a
federal court has ordered the Federal
Communications Commission to review
the rule. If the cap is retained, Mur-
doch will have to sell off stations, but if
it is removed or (continued on page 8)

Welcome to the
March Sweeps
After a quiet February, nets roll out aggressive post -Olympics schedules

NETWORK TV By John Consoli

Get ready for some "March
Madness!" Only this year,
the moniker-traditional-
ly used to describe CBS'
three-week coverage of
the NCAA men's basket-

ball championships-could apply to
all the broadcast networks, as they
scramble to get back on track after
17 days of NBC Olympic coverage
ratings dominance.

Ten new programs will premiere
this month, plus assorted specials,
some stunting, and various guest -star
appearances on regular series. It's as
if the sweeps are being held in March
instead of February this year. Unfor-
tunately for the local stations, how-
ever, no local ratings books for prime time are
being measured. The networks also will not be
able to capitalize on a scatter ad revenue bo-
nanza if ratings go through the roof, since ad
time for the month was sold out across the
board before it started. If programming does
better than expected, advertisers will simply
benefit from overdelivery of ratings.

The stakes for the networks, however, are
still very high, since media buyers will be
looking for programming stability and solid
ratings on each network as they begin prepar-
ing spending budgets for next season.

ABC, whose ratings have collapsed most
this season, will be most scrutinized by the
agencies. "This will be a particularly important
month for ABC," said Steve Sternberg, vp of
audience research for Magna Global USA,
echoing the comments of many of his agency
colleagues. "If their new shows work, it will
help them going into the upfront. If these new
shows can do 14 or 15 shares, ABC can get
back into it. It's not as hard as it used to be to go
from third to first." Sternberg added, "The
same things people are saying about ABC, they
were saying about CBS five years ago."

ABC will use its March 24 Academy Awards
telecast to promote the premieres of The Court,
starring Sally Field, which debuts March 26 at

"Nowa

ABC has a lot riding on The Court, starring Sally Field (above,
with Tim Bagley), in its push to regain ratings momentum.

10 p.m., and sitcom George Lopez, which starts
March 27 at 8:30. In addition, the network has
brought back a limited run of last summer's hit
Wayne Brady Show, which airs Mondays at 8:30
starting in March. The network will also: carry
Diane Sawyer's interview with Rosie O'Don-
nell March 14 on Primetime Thursday; offer
three TV movie premieres on the Wonderful
World of Disney; and feature a guest appearance
by Martin Sheen on Spin City March 5. ABC
also hopes to begin airing a limited -run reality
series, The Bachelor, by month's end.

"We are programming aggressively in
March," said Susan Lyne, ABC's new entertain-
ment president, who plans to meet with media
buyers in coming weeks to discuss the net-
work's fall programming plans. "There is a
sense that we have to move into high gear. But
there's no make -or -break mentality about
March. In my mind, its not a sprint but a mara-
thon. It's only one step. April will be another,
and May another, gearing up to next fall."

The buying community, while watching
ABC's March performance carefully, is also
solidly behind its efforts to succeed. "We're all
supportive of ABC picking itself up and getting
better numbers and performances out of its
shows," said Marc Goldstein, president of na-
tional broadcast for MindShare.
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Buyers have their reasons for thinking that
way. They want to see a stronger ABC in the
upfront to add ratings points into the buying
mix, to increase competition among the net-
works for ad dollars and to help balance the
overall CPM increases the nets will seek.

While pressure is on ABC to improve in
March, CBS just wants to get back to pre -
Olympic levels. CBS will start two new March
shows, sitcom Baby Bob at 8:30 Mondays start-
ing March 18, and reality show American Fight-
er Pilot 8 p.m. Fridays beginning March 29.
Amazing Race 2 also returns to CBS this month
and Survivor: Marquesas, which premiered on
Feb. 28, will air through the month. Plus, CBS
will air its controversial 9/11 documentary on
March 10. "We want to come back after the
Olympics and re-establish the momentum we
had going in," said Kelly Kahl, CBS senior
vp/program planning and scheduling.

A solid second in viewers and households
for the season, CBS is battling ABC for third
place among adults 18-49. CBS scored a 3.3 to
ABC's 3.0 in February, according to Nielsen
Media Research, and by the middle of last
week, both were in a dead heat with a 3.8/10.

Fox, meanwhile, will premiere American
Embassy on March 11 at 9 p.m., as well as the
sitcoms Andy Richter Controls the Universe on
March 19 at 8:30 p.m., and Greg the Bunny on
March 27 at 9:30 p.m. The latter sitcom will
get a special slot on Easter Sunday, March 31,
at 8:30 p.m., following The Simpsons. Preston
Beckman, Fox's executive vp of strategic pro-
gram planning, said that with 10 episodes of
Richter and 13 of Greg the Bunny, the network
can get a good read on whether the shows will
make next season's schedule.

True to Fox tradition, the network will air a
Celebrity Boxing special on March 13, featuring
a bout between ex -figure -skater Tonya Hard-
ing and tabloid star Amy Fisher.

NBC, which as a result of the Olympics has
built up insurmountable leads for the rest of the
season across all demos, wants to show it is still
No. 1 without Olympics support. The network
premiered the sitcom Leap of Faith on Feb. 28.
Beginning March 11, NBC will air three week-
ly half hours of Dangerous Night of Comedy, a
live, sketch comedy show, starring Saturday
Night Live vet Colin Quinn. The premiere will
air at 9:30 p.m., preceded by a 90 -minute
celebrity version of Fear Factor. A one -hour
tribute to comic actor John Belushi will follow
at 10 p.m. Also, Alec Baldwin will make a guest
appearance on the March 28 episode of Friends.

Even the smaller broadcast nets are quite
active this March. The WB will premiere My
Guide to Becoming a Rock Star, while UPN will
offer three new shows: sitcoms As If and Ran-
dom Years and reality series Under One Roof 

OMD Sets Reorganization
brim broadcast unit expanding to handle planning and buying of all media

AGENCIES By Jack Feuer, Adweek

0
mnicom's OMD media network, limit-
ed since its launch two years ago to
broadcast buying for Omnicom agen-
cies DDB, TBWA and BBDO, was re-

structured last week to handle all media plan-
ning and buying, including print, out -of -home,
direct response and interactive in addition to
broadcast. The transformation into a fully inte-
grated media agency is expected to make OMD
more competitive in its search for megabucks
ad accounts that include more media than just
broadcast, and will allow the agency to more
effectively bid for advertisers looking to con-
solidate all their media under one agency.

Under the changes, effective April 1, about
850 persons from the individual Omnicom
agencies will become OMD employees. OMD
will also create a new multicultural marketing
division and a unit called OMD Connect that
will seek alliances with small and mid -sized
agencies in and out of the Omnicom network
for buying assignments.

The new OMD USA will handle an esti-
mated $8 billion in billings, which would rank
it third among media agencies in the U.S.
behind Interpublic Group of Cos.' Initiative
Media North America (about $12 billion) and
WPP Group's Mindshare (about $8 billion).

OMD is also forming a multimedia cross -
platform marketing and content development
unit called OMD Concepts, which will incor-
porate the agency's existing entertainment
marketing division run by Guy McCarter.
OMD Concepts will be run by what it calls

"relationships managers," a group of execs who
will deal directly with large media companies
such as AOL Time Warner, Viacom, Walt
Disney Co., News Corp. and others.

OMD will be reorganized into three geo-
graphic hubs in New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles. BBDO executive vp/U.S. media di-
rector Mike Drake becomes managing direc-
tor of the New York
hub. Monica Karo,
chief media officer for
TBWA Worldwide,
will run the L.A. hub.
A leader for Chicago
has yet to be named.

OMD managing
partner Dan Rank,
who oversees broad-
cast buying, will add
radio to his responsi-
bilities. DDB media
chief Page Thompson I
becomes OMD's chief
strategy officer. Steve Grubbs, who had been
OMD CEO in the U.S., will move to another
position within Omnicom, said Joe Uva, who
joined OMD as worldwide president and
CEO in January from Turner Broadcasting
Sales. The new -look OMD "preserves the
best elements of our three sister agencies, as
we create our own OMD culture," Uva said.

"They may be coming to the table late, but
they will be a world -class competitor," said a
competing agency executive.

CEO Uva: Building
the "OMB culture."

Goodwill Games on the Hill
EchoStar and Comcast, awaiting approval of mergers, tout enhancements

WASHINGTON By Megan Larson

It's anybody's guess in the nation's capital if
EchoStar Communications and Comcast
Corp. will be able to convince regulators
that their respective acquisitions of Direc-

TV and AT&T Broadband will not impair
competition. Both are trying hard, but consid-
ering EchoStar chairman Charlie Ergen's poor
track record of keeping promises, the $72 bil-
lion Comcast-AT&T deal has a better chance
of being approved, observers said last week.

In an apparent effort to appease Capitol

Hill, EchoStar submitted a plan to the Federal
Communications Commission detailing how
the satellite company will be able to deliver
local TV signals into all 210 markets in the
U.S.-the Holy Grail for DBS providers-if it
is allowed to buy Hughes Electronics' Direc-
TV. Similarly, Comcast announced it will give
customers the choice of NetZero and Juno
Online high-speed Internet services or its own
Comcast High -Speed Internet. AOL made
similar pacts with ISP competitors when it ac-
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MediaWire
raised, he is expected to grow Fox's
portfolio. -Jeremy Murphy

Buyers: Madden May Not
Help ABC's MNF in Upfront
Media buyers say that ABC's signing last
week of NFL analyst John Madden to its
Monday Night Football team for next sea-
son will improve the telecasts, but may
have little impact on generating more ad
dollars for ABC in this year's upfront. "I
don't know if the first year will make that
much difference, given the downward
ratings trend Monday Night Football has
experienced over the past few years,"
said one agency exec who requested
anonymity. "Advertisers won't pay more
for hoped -for ratings improvement."

Ratings on MNF last fall fell 9 per-
cent to an average 11.5, although the
program will still rank among the top 10
prime -time programs for the TV season.

Madden was released from the final
year of his Fox NFL contract, which
would have been worth $8 million this
year, to sign a four-year ABC deal at $5
million per. "This wasn't about money,"
Madden said. "[MNF] is where I want to
finish my career."-John Consoli

CN's Beckman Taps Two
Richard Beckman, recently appointed as
executive vp/chief marketing officer of
Conde Nast, continued to shuffle his
corporate sales team last week. Linda
Mason, founding publisher of ElleGirl,
has left Hachette Filipacchi Media to
join Conde Nast as vp of strategic sales,
reporting to Beckman. Mason, who
served as publisher of Details when it
was part of Conde Nast, left the compa-
ny following Details' hiatus in 2000 (the
title later moved to Fairchild Publica-
tions). Mason succeeds J.D. Rehm, who
has left CN.

Also joining Beckman's corporate
sales team is Matthew Roberts, as CN
executive director of marketing, replac-
ing Jim Richardson, who is currently con-
sulting on a GQ project. Roberts previ-
ously was executive director of business
development for Bon Appetit.

Mason and Roberts will start on
March 11. The changes come a month
after Beckman's promotion from vp/pub-
lisher of Vogue. -Lisa Granatstein

quired Time Warner in 2000.
Following the announcements, lawmakers

said they plan to review EchoStar-DirecTV on
March 6 and Comcast-AT&T on April 10.

In addition, Senate Commerce Committee
chairman Ernest Hollings, (D-S.C.), an ardent
opponent of deregulation, said he wants to
review the recent court decision forcing the
FCC to reconsider the 35 percent cap rule that
limits the number of TV stations a media com-
pany can own in the U.S. and the cable -broad-
cast cross -ownership rule. "That's a bad deci-
sion, and I hope it's appealed," Hollings said in
a statement.

Comcast representatives said the upcoming
Senate hearings had nothing to do with the
decision to partner with rival ISPs. Comcast
president Brian Roberts said that the agree-
ment was a "business opportunity" rather than
a bid to win regulatory approval.

Regardless of Comcast's expanded ISP of-
ferings, a merged AT&T and Comcast would
control one third of the cable systems in the
country, providing massive leverage over a
cable network or TV station seeking carriage
on those systems. While that is a scary prospect

for broadcasters, one lobbyist noted, the Echo-
Star/DirecTV deal is a far more frightening
prospect. "There is a lack of comfort in know-
ing that there could only be two players-cable
and satellite-instead of three," said Greg
Schmidt, vp of new development and legal
counsel for broadcaster LIN Television.

Though Ergen is pledging to deliver local -
into -local across the country, few trust that he
will be able to pull it off. Ergen argues that
since DirecTV and EchoStar currently reach a
combined 42 markets, a combination of their
spectrum would allow EchoStar to reach dou-
ble the markets it now serves. He also says
EchoStar plans to add a fifth local -into -local
spot -beam satellite, on top of four that are
either already up or under construction.

Eddie Fritts, president of the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters, perhaps best summed
up the skeptical reaction to Ergen's proposal,
saying that it "appears to be a step in the right
direction, but it needs to be carefully scruti-
nized to determine its legitimacy. Broadcasters
have had a long and tortured history of bad -
faith dealings with Charlie Ergen. Accordingly,
we continue to oppose the merger."

Reality Bites Into Dog Days
Genre will fill up networks' summer schedules, even as its ratings decline

TV PROGRAMMING By Alan James Frutkin

Despite a wave of reality programs
this spring-including ABC's
The Bachelor, CBS' American
Fighter Pilot, Fox's Celebrity Box-

ing and the WB's No Boundaries-pro-
grammers admit the non-fiction busi-
ness isn't what it used to be. "The nov-
elty has worn off," said Andrea Wong,
senior vp of alternative series and spe-
cials at ABC Entertainment.

But even as viewer interest cools,
broadcasters are banking on the genre
to bolster summer schedules. In fact,
summer 2002 may be the most reality -
driven yet. In addition to relaunching
The Mole 2, ABC may prep Jerry
Bruckheimer's Soldiers' Stories for the sum-
mer, as well as its hospital verite series Hous-
ton Medical. It also has dating show Future
Diaries on deck.

CBS has readied a third installment of Big
Brother, while Fox is close to signing Pop Idols,
a Star Search -like program in which losing
contestants are subjected to on -air humiliation.
NBC has shot 13 Spy TV episodes, and is test-
ing several concepts for summer launches.

/110

NBC is weighing a reality -based take on Fantasy Island.

Among NBC's pilots are a reality version of
the classic TV series Fantasy Island; the game
show Cheaters, in which one of six contestants
is given the answers; game show Dog Eat Dog,
in which losers determine the fates of remain-
ing contestants; and relationship shows Meet
My Folks, 24 Hour Pass and Love Shack.

What role reality plays after this summer
is unclear, and the networks are using varying
strategies for the genre. For example, CBS is
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sticking with character -driven, multi -episode
series. "There's something compelling about
seeing people you care about," said Ghen
Maynard, vp of alternative series develop-
ment for CBS Entertainment. Fox, on the
other hand, favors the ratings lift of one -offs.
"If it's something people feel they have to see,
it gives you great circulation," said Mike Dar-
nell, Fox's executive vp of alternative and spe-
cial programming.

Meanwhile, NBC is focused on self-con-
tained series. "You have much more flexibility
on how and when you air," said Jeff Gaspin,
exec vp of alternative series for NBC.

For suppliers, non-fiction's future revolves
less around format than longevity. "The ques-

tion is: How many bites of the apple do you get
out of reality series?" asked Scott Stone of
Stone Stanley Entertainment, which produces
The Mole and the WB's Popstars. "Do you shoot
for 11 seasons or do you get three to four cycles
out of it, and move on to the next project?"

Whatever form reality takes in the future,
buyers say predictions of the demise of script-
ed series have been overstated. "The long-
term viability of network prime time will still
be anchored by compelling dramas and funny
sitcoms," said John Rash, senior vp, director of
broadcast negotiations for Campbell Mithun.
"And a maximum amount of effort toward
reinvigorating those two genres is the most
productive use of any network's time."

All That Glitters Isn't Gold
Some southern NBC affiliates didn't get Olympics ratings lift they hoped for

TV STATIONS By Jeremy Murphy

Though NBC and most of its affiliates
brought home the gold during the Feb-
ruary sweeps-thanks to the strong per-
formance of last month's Winter Olym-

pics-a handful of outlets in southern, warmer
climates did not bask in the same ratings glow.
Olympics ratings for NBC outlets in Miami,
Houston, San Antonio, Texas, Raleigh, N.C.,
and Memphis, Tenn., paled in comparison to
those from colder climates like Portland, Ore.,
Milwaukee, Seattle, Pittsburgh and Philadel-
phia, according to Nielsen Media Research.

Miami viewers were cool to skater Rodriguez.

(Exceptions include NBC stations in Tampa,
Fla. and West Palm Beach, Fla., which were
among the 10 best performing outlets.) Even
though most markets saw some kind of bump
from Olympic leads -in for their late news, a few
were flat or actually down from February 2001.

"Those markets all under -indexed the net-
work average," said Kathy Crawford, senior
vp/director of local broadcast, Initiative Media.
"They're not into winter sports, obviously."

Out of Nielsen's 52 metered markets, Mia-

mi turned in the poorest Olympic perfor-
mance, with NBC O&O WTVJ averaging a
12.5 rating/18 share compared to the metered
market average of 19.7/30 for the Olympics, a
37 percent difference. "This wasn't a surprise,"
said Don Browne, president/general manager
of WTVJ, noting that the area's Caribbean/
Latin American population doesn't usually ex-
press a lot of interest in winter sports, even
though NBC hyped speed skater and Miami
native Jennifer Rodriguez throughout the
Olympics. "Miami is a market that often under -
indexes the rest of the country." WTVJ still
managed to win the 11 p.m. news race with a
6.9/13 (flat from last year).

The Olympics didn't do much for KPRC,
Post-Newsweek's Houston NBC affiliate.
The station, which averaged a 16.9/26 for its
Olympics coverage, delivered a 10/15 with its
10 p.m. weeknight newscast, essentially flat
from last year's 9.9/16. ABC O&O KTRK
still won the timeslot with a 10.5/16 (though
KPRC narrowly beat KTRK Monday -
through -Sunday).

Elsewhere, late -news ratings for NBC's
Raleigh O&O WNCN were relatively flat
from last year, to a 6.3/13 from last year's 6.5/
11. In San Antonio, Clear Channel's NBC affil-
iate KMOL actually saw its 10 p.m. news rat-
ings drop 9 percent from last year to an 11.4/
19. Post-Newsweek's ABC affiliate KSAT beat
KMOL in February with a 13.0/19.

In eastern and central time zones, late -news
shows on NBC stations were delayed because
the Olympics spilled past prime time by at least
a half hour on 14 out of 17 nights.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. TV STATIONS

WUSA Grows Audience
With Hard -News Focus
BY JEREMY MURPHY

After many years of ratings
declines and management
turmoil, WUSA, Gan-
nett's Washington, D.C.,
CBS affiliate, is enjoying

a resurgence. The station, the
largest of Gannett's 22 outlets,
began moving to a hard -news
format last year, and viewership
has followed. WUSA has now
overtaken Albritton's ABC affiliate
WJLA as the market's second -
ranked station, behind NBC's
powerhouse WRC.

"We're giving viewers a very
strong, journalistically balanced
news product," said Ardyth
Diercks, WUSA's president and
general manager, describing the station's new
focus as delivering "the news of the day with-
out the gimmicks and hype."

One need only look at the ratings for evi-
dence of WUSA's recent momentum. The
station's 5 a.m. newscast posted a 76 percent
increase in the February sweeps over last year
to a 2.3 rating/15 share in households from a
1.2/8, according to Nielsen Media Research.
Its 6 a.m. newscast saw a 49 percent increase
to a 3.2/14 from a 2.2/9. Even with a weak
4 p.m. lead-in from Montel, which averaged
just a 3.2/9 compared to WJLA's Oprab
(4.4/13) and WRC's 4 p.m. news/Olympics
combo (3.5/10), WUSA's 5 p.m. news scored
a 7 percent share increase, to a 3.8/9 from a
3.9/8, even though the rating dropped.

WUSA is now second at 6 p.m., averaging a
5.3/11 against WRC's 8.3/16 and VVJLNs
4.3/8. Factoring out the Olympics at 11 p.m.,
WUSA was No. 2 with a 5/10 against WRC's
7.3/16 and WJLNs 4.1/8. Both WUSA and
WJLA did see some ratings erosion at 6 p.m.
and 11 p.m. in the February book, but that's
mainly due to the Olympics on WRC.

"People are just starting to switch over [to
WUSA]," said Nicole Servidio, senior local

In last month's sweeps, WUSA's 6 a.m. newscast enjoyed a
49 percent ratings spike in households over February 2001.

broadcast buyer for Zenith Media, who said
WJLA's programming woes (including ABC's
prime time) are indirectly benefitting WUSA.

For WUSA, the changes are a long time
coming. The outlet, which was once owned
by Post -Newsweek Stations when it was
known as WTOP, used to be the dominant
outlet in the market during the 1960s, '70s
and '80s, but began a steep downward spiral
in the early 1990s, after being hobbled by a
weak CBS prime time and the loss of popular
anchors like Maureen Bunyan and Doug Hill,
who both defected to WJLA. The station also
suffered ratings erosion with the loss of Oprah,
which it gave up in 1987 because of cost.

During that time, WUSA also underwent
a series of management changes, with new
general managers and news directors coming
and going regularly. With WUSA in constant
flux, WRC climbed to the top of the local
news ratings. But with Washington -area
viewers hungry for hard local news after
Sept. 11, WUSA has found its niche and
appears to have started a turnaround.

"They're delivering big time," said Carl
Gottlieb, deputy director of the D.C.-based
Project for Excellence in Journalism, a non-

profit journalism study. "It's good, basic hard
news-very fresh and watchable."

Both Gottlieb and Diercks place much of
the credit on WUSA's news director Dave
Roberts, who has been instrumental in chang-
ing the station's news focus. Roberts said
Sept. 11 only heightened the interest in news.
"It forced a lot of us to rededicate and refocus
hard -news journalism on events relevant to
our viewers," said Roberts, adding that he
has turned to many WUSA veterans like
anchors Gordon Peterson, Jaycee Hayward
and Mike Buchanan in cementing the sta-
tion's rededication to a hard -news focus. "Our
mission is to cover the big story day -in and
day -out. The emphasis is on being accurate
first instead of just being on the scene first."

Roberts recently paired WUSA veterans
Andrea Roane and Mike Buchanan for the
morning news. He also added a "breakfast
bar" to the bottom of screen that gives view-
ers a steady stream of area traffic and weath-
er updates. "The bottom line for morning
newscasts is to have up -to -the second traffic
and weather forecasts," Roberts said. "It's a
relatable vehicle viewers know they can look
for anytime."

HOUSTON RADIO

Houston Gets Bigger
Urban sprawl continues in I louston. The
top 10 market, which moved up in Arbi-
tron's rank of radio markets from ninth

to seventh with the Winter survey (Jan. 3 -
March 27), will also be redefined with the
spring survey, which begins March 28.

Arbitron's new definition of the Houston
market will include the populations of three
additional counties-Austin to the west and
Polk and San Jacinto to the northeast-adding
another 77,500 to the 12 -plus population, a
2 percent increase. Arbitron's Houston sample
target also gets a boost, from 4,030 to 4,120.

The redefinition was requested by some of
Houston's biggest broadcasters, including In-
finity, Cox, Susquehanna, Hispanic Broadcast-
ing Corp., Radio Unica and Cumulus Media.
"Over the past three years, Houston has ex-
panded," said Tim Davies, general manager of
Cumulus' KRWP-FM, who said he's hoping it
may bring a few more dollars to the market.

With Houston now ranked 7th, Wash-
ington moves down to 8th, with Boston and
Detroit rounding out Arbitron's top 10 radio
markets. -Katy Bachman
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Market Profile
BY EILEEN DAVIS HUDSON

A view of the Harrisburg skyline from City Island, which sits in the middle of the Susquehanna River

Harrisburg, Pa.
AN ECLECTIC AND DIVERSE ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL MARKETPLACE GIVES THE

Harrisburg-Lancaster-Lebanon-York, Pa., market its distinctive charac-
ter. The state capital, Harrisburg, is considered a relatively high-tech
metropolitan city in what is a more rural area. Hershey Foods is the reg-

ion's largest employer, but other major corpo-
rations also call the area home, including Tyco
International, Harley Davidson and Pfaltzgraff
Co., the country's largest dinnerware manu-
facturer. Geographically, the Susquehanna
River separates Harrisburg, Lancaster and
Lebanon on the eastern bank from York.

York will likely be in the national media
spotlight this year because of trials taking place
later this year concerning the reopening of
unsolved murder cases of a black woman visit-
ing from South Carolina and a white
York policeman, both of whom were
killed during race riots in York in
1969. A total of 11 people have been
charged in the killings; trial dates have
not been set. The attention has
attracted white supremacist groups to
the community. Such a visit in Jan-
uary caused a skirmish between the
supremacists and anti -hate protesters;
23 people were arrested.

The Harrisburg -Lancaster -Lebanon -York
market ranks 46th in the nation with 616,610
TV households. Although a top -50 market, it
is not metered by Nielsen Media Research,
which relies on diary returns to determine rat-
ings. The stations are opposed to adding
meters because of the expense to subscribe to
the service. There are only seven broadcast
TV stations in the market, of which one is a
small, locally owned independent and another
is a PBS outlet. The market counts neither a

WB primary affiliate nor a Pax TV outlet.
The market's longtime news leader is

WGAL, Hearst -Argyle Television's NBC affil-
iate. WGAUs strength stems in part from its
status as the only VHF station in the market.
WGAUs 5:30 p.m. newscast, the only one in
the time period, performed better in house-
holds than its 5 p.m. news did in the Novem-
ber sweeps (see Nielsen chart on page 18). How-
ever, the station's 6 p.m. early news is tops in
the market by a wide margin, garnering an
18 rating/37 share in households last Novem-
ber; its nearest competitor in the time period,
Allbritton Communications' ABC affiliate
WHTM-TV, drew an 8/16. WGAL also dou-
bled up WHTM at 11 p.m.

Based in Lancaster, WGAL focuses on the
southern portion of the market. Paul Quinn,
WGAIis general manager, says his 6 a.m., 6
p.m. and 11 p.m. news were ranked No. 1 in
household share out of all stations in the top
50 U.S. markets in the November book.
"We're steady as a rock," he says.

Quinn also says that while in some markets
the news leader has seen the gap between first
and second narrow, WGAL has maintained its
lead. The station has held onto most of its staff,
many of whom have been there for more than
a decade. (News director Ed Wickenheiser,
however, retired in October 2000 after 20
years, succeeded by assistant n.d. Dan Weiser.)
Despite a slow economy, WGAL recently
started a local, half-hour, jeopardy -style quiz
show. Airing Sundays at noon, Brain Busters
pits two teams of students from area high
schools against each other. The students vie for
scholarships and prizes; the entire winning
high school gets treated to a free day at Her-
shey Park. Quinn says the show is made possi-
ble by its local sponsor, Capitol Blue Cross.

WI-1TM plans to make a few changes to its
lineup this fall. For early fringe, the station has
acquired Who Wants to Be a Millionaire in off -
network syndication. The show will run either
at 4 or 4:30 p.m., says Joe Lewin, the station's

president/gm. WHTM cur-
NIELSEN MONITOR -PLUS

AD SPENDING BY MEDIA / HARRISBURG -LANCASTER -LEBANON -YORK, PA.

Jan. -Dec. 1999 Jan.-Dec. 2000
Spot TV $124,409,964 $136,449,638
Local Newspaper $45,933,760 $54,495,280
FSI Coupon" $6,994,260 $7,355,230
Local Magazine $1,103,820 $1,244,520
Total $178,441,804 $199,544,668
'Packaged goods only Source: Nielsen Monitor -Plus

rently double -runs Montel
Williams at 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
In the fall, the show will only
air at 10 a.m. Lewin says he's
unsure what else he will put in
to accompany Millionaire and
fill the 4 p.m. hour .

Still, Lewin says he's hope-
ful the new lead-in will provide
a lift to the station's early news,
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Market Profile

the same period. While daily circ was flat year -
over -year, Sunday circ continues to decline.

The P -N invested more than $50 million in
acquiring land, constructing a new production
facility and purchasing a new press to go into
the building. The new press, which went
online for full production in November,
replaces its old press, which dated back to the
late 1960s. As has been well publicized with
other Goss presses, the transition had its flaws.
"We had problems getting the press up and
running," says P -N managing editor Torn Bay -
den. "There are still days when we have a cou-
ple of glitches," but most of the mechanical
and printing quality problems have been cor-
rected, Bayden adds.

The paper intends to unveil a major re-
design in early April, says Bayden. Among
some of the changes: a stand-alone business
section, a new house and garden business sec-
tion and an overhauled features section that
will be heavily thematic from day to day. For
instance, one day the features section might
focus on healthy living, the next on family mat-
ters. Its weekly religion section will go from a
tab to an eight -page broadsheet section. Its
weekend section will go from a broadsheet to a
tab and will be much "jazzier," Bayden says.
The section, now called Weekend, will be
renamed Inside Out.

Bayden doesn't think the changes in sum
will prove too much for longtime readers. "I
think the redesign is faithful to the look of the
paper in that it maintains some of the tradi-
tions that our readers are used to," he explains,
adding that the goal of the redesign is to make
the paper easier to read and easier to navigate.

Lancaster is served by two dailies and a
Sunday paper, all owned by local company
Lancaster Newspapers Inc. (Steinman Enter-
prises). The six -day morning paper is the Intel-
ligencer Journal (circ 45,176); the Monday to
Saturday evening paper is the Lancaster New
Era (circ 45,019); the Sunday paper is the Sun-
day News (102,457). Years ago, the evening
paper had dominated, but as readers' lifestyles
have changed, the morning paper has caught
up. The IJ and the New Era have enjoyed 13
straight months of circulation growth, says
Bob Magel, marketing manager for Lancaster
Newspapers. Both compete for news stories.

All three papers are getting a face-lift. The
Sunday News launched its redesign last Nov. 4,
the New Era on Jan. 14 of this year, and the
Intelligencer Journal will get its new look in late
March. One of the main catalysts behind the
redesigns was trying to increase readership of
the papers, get readers to digest more of the

RADIO LISTENERSHIP / HARRISBURG -LEBANON -CARLISLE

STATION

WNNK-FM

WRVV-FM

WHP-AM

WOXA-FM

WTPA-FM

WRBT-FM

WHKF-FM

WRKZ-FM

WLBR-AM

WHBO-FM

FORMAT

Contemporary Hit Radio

Rock Adult Contemporary

News/Talk

Album Oriented Rock

Classic Rock

Classic Rock

Oldies

Country

Talk

Oldies

Source: Arbition, Fall 2001 Redo Market Report

NEWSPAPERS: THE ABCS

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Share
Morning Evening

Drive, 12+ Drive, 12+

9.7 8.5

9.0 8.9

8.1 8.1

8.1 6.7

7.0 6.7

6.9 6.1

4.7 8.0

4.7 3.5

2.8 0.7

2.4 3.0

Daily Sunday Daily Market Sunday Market
Circulation Circulation Penetration Penetration

Lancaster County: 169,186 Households
The Patriot News 1,305 2,260 0.8% 1.3%
Intelligencer Journal/
Lancaster New Era' 85,808 99,028 50.7% 58.5%
Reading Eagle/Reading Times* 1,324 2.134 0.8% 1.3%

York County: 147,833 i-iousehoids
The Baltimore Sun
Hanover Evening Sun
Th. Patriot

1,394
10,681

P, nee

York Daily RpoorrilYork ni.cpatrh* R1,4Q5

Dauphin County: 101,781 Households

3,678 0.9% 2.5%
10,604 7.2% 7.2%
10,4Pn 4.1% 7.1q/c
R727R 5.51% ..ci MA,

-News 59,302 42.9% 58.3%
Philadelphia Inquirer 1,100 1,281 1.1% 1.3%

Cumberland County: 83,264 Households
Carlisle Sentinel 14,619 14,544 17.6% 17.6%
The Patriot News 32,126 47,763 38.6% 57.4%

Lebanon County: 46,728 Households
The Patriot News 7,011 10,827 15.0% 23.2%
Intelligencer Journal/
Lancaster New Era* 651 1,146 1.4% 2.5%
Lebanon Daily News 19,444 19,467 41.5% 41.7%
Reading Eagle/Reading Times* 612 1,450 1.3% 3.1%

Adams County: 33,913 Households
The Gettysburg Times 8,729 25.7%
Hanover Evening Sun 9,238 9,557 27.2% 28.2%
The Patriot News 902 2,840 2.7% 8.4%
York Daily Record/York Dispatch* 1,839 4,904 5.4% 14.5%

Perry County: 15,900 Households
Carlisle Sentinel 407 410 2.6% 2.6%
The Patriot News 5,296 8,745 33.3% 55.0%

'Morning and afternoon circulations combined for daily total. Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

paper, and get them to come back later in the
week, says Magel. Both the Sunday News and
New Era have removed all skyboxes because
their research found they were not very well
read. Instead, the papers now try to grab read-
ers' eyes with bolder headlines, the use of col-
or and other attention -grabbing vehicles.

Also new for the three papers: of the
approximately 50 special sections they do
each year combined, 30 will be available
online free of charge. Executives are consid-

ering putting the three papers online in their
entirety next year, available free to print sub-
scribers only. In the last year and a half, all of
the paper's classified ads, both display and in -
column, went online. With all of the devel-
opments happening throughout the trio of
papers, Magel says, "It's been a full -court
press by every single department."

The York metro area supports two dailies,
the Buckner Alliance Group's morning York
Daily Record (circulation 43,240 daily) and
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Market Profile

Media News Group's p.m. The York Dispatch
(circ 40,373 daily). The two papers have oper-
ated under a joint operating agreement for 13
years through the JOA agency York News-
paper Co. The afternoon paper is largely
responsible for putting out the Sunday paper,
the York Sunday News (circ 93,191).

As is the case with newspapers, the local
radio scene is quite bifurcated. Arbitron con-
siders Harrisburg -Lebanon -Carlisle to be its
own market, ranked 78th in the nation. York
ranks 107th and Lancaster 113th. Three
broadcasters control the lion's share of the
radio market. Cumulus Broadcasting, which
entered the market in 2000, controls about
39 percent, Clear Channel Communications
commands a nearly 34 percent share, and
Citadel Communications has grabbed a nearly
17 percent share.

Clear Channel's longtime market leader
among listeners 12 -plus has been News/Talk
outlet WHP-AM. However, in the Fall 2001
Arbitrons, another Clear Channel station,
Rock Adult Contemporary outlet WRVV-FM,
tied WHP's performance. WRVV jumped
from a 7.0 share in the Summer 2001 book to
a 9.0 share in the Fall.

In the York market, former market leader
WARM -FM, Susquehanna Radio's Adult
Contemporary station, has watched its lead
erode in the face of growing competition.
Now, three stations are in a close race:
WARM, Pioneer Broadcasting's Oldies
WSOX-FM and Times & News Publications'
WGTY-FM, a Country outlet. Radio
Hanover's Contemporary Hit Radio station is
usually in the mix as well, but it had a bad Fall

NIELSEN RATINGS / HARRISBURG -LANCASTER -LEBANON -YORK, PA.
EVENING AND LATE -NEWS DAYPARTS, WEEKDAYS

Evening News
Time Network Station Rating Share
5-5:30 p.m. NBC WGAL 11 30

ABC WHTM 4 12
5:30-6 p.m. NBC WGAL 12 32
6-6:30 p.m. NBC WGAL 18 37

ABC WHTM 8 16
CBS WHP 2 4

Late News
10-11:00 p.m. Fox WPMT 3 7
11-11:30 p.m. NBC WGAL 10 32

ABC WHTM 5 16
CBS WHP 2 6

All Data estimated by Nielsen from diary returns of early and late local news only. Source: Nielsen Media Research, Novem-
ber 2001

RADIO OWNERSHIP

Avg. Otr.-Hour Revenue Share of
OWNER STATIONS Share (in millions) Total
Cumulus Broadcasting 1 AM, 3 FM 16.4 $13.3 39.2%
Clear Channel Comm. 3 AM. 3 FM 32.4 $11.5 33.9%
Citadel Communications 1 AM, 3 FM 12.7 $5.7 16.8%
Hepco Communications 1 FM 0.5 $1.3 3.8%
Lebanon Broadcasting 1 AM, 1 FM 2.9 $0.9 2.6%
Includes only stations with significant registration in Arbitron diary returns and licensed in Harrisburg- Lebanon -Carlisle or immed-
iate area. Ratings from Arbitron Fall 2001 book; revenue and owner information provided by BIA Financial Network.

book, dropping from a 7.8 share in the Spring
book to a 5.6.

Lancaster's top -ranked station is CC's
WLAN-FM, a CHR outlet. However, while
WLAN has been losing share, Brill Media's
Country station has been gaining. It jumped
from a 5.9 share in the Spring book to a 7.1
share in the Fall. In Amish Country, locally
owned WDAC Radio Co.'s WDAC-FM, a
Religious station, has been among the market
leaders for decades.

Lamar Advertising is the dominant out-

door player in the Harrisburg DMA. In the
Greater Harrisburg area, Lamar controls
about 400 bulletins and about 100 30 -sheet
posters. In the York -Lancaster -Lebanon area,
Lamar has about 900 posters and another 300
to 400 bulletins, says Andy Rebuck, Lamar
vp/gm. In the last year Lamar increased its
market position by purchasing the rights to
the Harrisburg area's 150 bus shelter spots
from Allentown, Pa. -based PNE Media. Key-
stone Media Inc. (KMI) purchased PNE
Media's Harrisburg bus contract.

ler low ip
What you get when you place
your color ad in newspapers.

To make a bigger impact,
call us toll free at 866-451-4636

or visit www.nnn-naa.com.

N
Asseclatia et Ararics newspaper national network
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The death of free content?
Jupiter 9th Annual Media Forum  Produced in Association with Mediaweek  March 18 -19th, 2002  New York, NY

Strategies for Exploiting Media Assets Online
Now in its 9th year, the Jupiter Media Forum remains the industry's premier event for executives from Broadcast, Newspaper,
Magazine and Interactive media to identify strategies for exploiting the assets from their traditional business online.

Join Jupiter analysts and industry leading executives for two days of data, dialogue and debate. This year's program is tightly
focused, and participants will emerge from the event armed with a clear perspective and a new confidence in making decisions about:

 Revenue opportunities: size and range of direct and indirect revenues
 Exploiting the Internet to support core initiatives
 Weighing operational investments against customer and business demands

Keynote Speaker

Donald E. Graham
Chairman & CEO,
The Washington Post Company

Additional Speakers
Peter Winter, Pres., Cox Interactive Media
Martin Nisenholtz, CEO. New York Times Digital
Neil Budde, Publisher, Wall Street Journal Online
Gene Falk. SVP. Showtime Digital Media Group
Larry Kramer, Chairman & CEO, CBS Marketwatch
Kelly Flock, Pres.. Sony Online Entertainment
Tad Smith. Pres., Media Division. Reed Business Information
Nick Nyhan, CEO, Dynamic Logic
Bernard Gershon, SVP & GM, ABCNEWS.com
Gary Ryan, GM, People.com
John Skipper, SVP & GM. ESPN.com & ESPN Magazine
Paul Maidment. Editor. Forbes.com
Randy Nicolau, SVP Mktg. & E -Commerce, Playboy.com, Inc.
Tim Sullivan, Pres., Match.com
Sarah Chubb, Pres.. Condenet
Jeff Marshall. COO, Starcom IP

Forum Agenda
Research Presentations and Roundtable Discussions:

 Strategic Soul Searching: Realistic Revenue Models
for 2002-2003

 Content Subscription Models: Pricing for Payment
 Media Buyer's Perspective: What Advertisers Want

from Online

 Broadband Content: Lifting Revenues or Just Costs?
 Mastering Media Asset and Content Management
 A Cog in a Bigger Wheel: Deploying the Internet to

Support Off-line Properties
 Boosting Advertising Sales Force Productivity
 Navigating Media Assets Online: The Search/

Programming Balance
 Digital Electricity: The Next Wave in Consumer Access
 Understanding the iTV Consumer
 Networking the Home: The Race to Every Room

To Register or for a Complete Agenda:

> web: www.jmm.com/mediaforum

> tel: 1-800-488-4345 x6424

> e-mail: forum@jmm.com

7 5 9 ; .1

Group
Discount

2 or
AvailablesMore

PeopieCall 1-800-488-4345

x6424for details

S 0

Jupiter

FORUM
in association withProduced by 00
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Jupiter Media Metrix MEDINEEll
Hilton New York  March 18 -19th, 2002

www.jmm.com/mediaforum
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As Americans search for hop? and inspiration, 9.2
million readers find it ii Guideposts - the leader in
the growing inspiratioral category that Mediaweek
has termed a "new breed of lifestyle magazines."

To find out how you can connect with the millions
of men and women who connect with Guideposts,
call Jim Sammartino at (212) 251-8169 or email
jsammartino@guideposts.corn

"

www.guidepostsmedia.corn America's Source for Inspiration



editor's note
I have worked on the Adweek Hot List for the past four years. I first started meet-
ing publishers and editors in the winter of 1997-98, when they were still smarting
from the recession of the early '90s. In 1997, many were seeing double-digit ad -page
growth for the first time since the go-go '80s, and the talk around the lunch table
was, "Can it get much better?" Few were willing to predict. But then it happened
again and again, and then they were saying that growth was inevitable-and with

all these ad pages, perhaps another magazine might be
what's in order. And then, it all stopped. After scaling
new heights in 2000, the magazine industry experienced
a free -fall: Ad pages declined 11.7 percent, while PIB
revenue fell off 4.9 percent.

So, the Hot List takes on a different look this year.
There are minus signs accompanying some of the num-
bers. Some magazines that made the list for several
years running fell off. And just because a magazine's ad
pages were up didn't necessar-
ily make it a candidate for the
short list. We go beyond the
numbers to determine the

vitality of a magazine. (See page 21 to learn how we came
up with this year's list.)

There is one magazine that even some of my colleagues
thought was missing from the list: 0, the Oprah Maga-
zine, last year's Startup of the Year, is already a hit with
readers and advertisers. But with 1,371 ad pages and
$145.2 million in revenue, the magazine is too big to be
considered for the 10 Under 40 list, and too new (it does-
n't have three years under its belt) to be considered for
the Hot List. It's an issue we've encountered before, with
Teen People, Maxim, ESPN and Industry Standard. y2

These titles had to wait their turns. Three have made it
on the list-in fact, Teen People, Maxim and ESPN are
among our top five this year. The other one never got a
chance, failing amid the dot-com wreckage of the past
year. Which is as good an example as any of why we wait:
A successful magazine is one that sustains its advertisers and readers, over time.

One more surprise: this year, for the first time, both our Executive of the Year,
Stephen Colvin, and Editor of the Year, Jane Pratt, helm magazines at No. 1 on the
lists. We chose Colvin and Pratt back in December. The lists were finalized last
week. We surprised ourselves.

WAIT TILL NEXT TIME:
0 will be eligible for the
Hot List next year.

Patricia Orsini
Editor, Special Reports

0

6

REPORT

4 TRIUMPH OF THE NICHE
Targeted titles grab market share
from general -interest books.
BY TONY CASE

14 EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR
Dennis Publishing USA's Stephen
Colvin leads the lads.
BY ALEC FOEGE

21 THE LIST
Adweek's top 10 Hottest
Magazines, plus 10 Under 40.

30 EDITOR OF THIE YEAR
Jane Pratt has an uncanny way of
knowing what young women want.
BY LISA GRANATSTEIN

36 STARTUP OF THE YEAR
Lucky is all about shopping-and
the advertisers are buying.
BY DAVID HANDELMAN

40 CREATIVE TEAM
OF THE YEAR
Esquire's design reflects the
editorial: cool, smart and classy.
BY HOLLY HUGHES, REUEL GOLDEN
AND DAVID WALKER

44 LAST WORD
The newsstand of the future?
BY ROZ CHAST

Cover Photography by Lichfield
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pull out of this, there will be more new magazines, and
two out of 10 will come out and change the culture. These
things go in cycles."

Vanity Fair shows that even in these hard times, the
general -interest formula can be formidable. Although its
ad pages were off by nearly 7 percent last year compared
with the year previous, according to PIB, 2001 was actu-
ally its biggest year ever in terms of ad revenue, bringing
in a staggering $140 million. In one of the worst years in
recent memory for adver-
tising, Vanity Fair in 2001
inked deals with 121 new
ad clients. Certain cate-
gories-among them busi-
ness/financial, food and
beverage, and entertain-
ment-saw growth in the 2001 was a tough year for
high double digits. Its lot of magazines, but for
total circulation in the sec- ome, the slow ad market
and half of last year gained proved fatal. Here, a list of
5 percent to more than some of the titles tha
1.1 million copies, spurred buttered last year.
by 15 percent greater
newsstand sales-even BRILL'S CONTENT
though, at $3.95 a pop, CLASSIC
Vanity Fair is one of the AMERICAN HOME
more expensive magazines CODE

around. HOMESTYLE
While he wouldn't be COUNTRY JOURNAL

surprised if new general- ECOMPANY NOW
interest titles cropped up EXPEDIA TRAVELS
in the coming years, FAMILY LIFE
Carter points out that only FAMILY MONEY
a handful of very large FAMILY PC
publishers can afford to GEORGE

launch such a magazine. INDIVIDUAL INVESTOR
(It's no accident, he says, INDUSTRY STANDARD
that two of the few general- JUMP
interest titles in existence, MADEMOISELLE
his own and The New MAXIMUM GOLF
Yorker, are owned by pri- MCCALLS
vately held Conde Nast MODE

Publications.) It would be OFFSPRING
hard to find that publisher OUTDOOR EXPLORER
who has the luxury of TALK
starting up a magazine on TODAY'S HOMEOWNE
the scale of Talk or Vanity WALKING
Fair only to sit back and WORKING WOMAN
watch it bleed cash year
in and year out-which
Conde Nast's Si New-
house did when he resuscitated Vanity Fair in the 1980s.
Carter points out Vanity Fair, for all its successes today,
took nearly a decade to turn a profit. "Those proprietors
are rare right now," he says.

While some publishers may be content to gush mil-
lions, it's that profitability factor that ultimately will
determine whether most magazines make it-and Dan
Brewster, president/CEO of Gruner + Jahr USA, pub-
lisher of Family Circle, Parents and Rosie, points out

aying o
aspects

that while the buzz might now
center on newer niche titles,
it's actually the more mature,
mass -reach magazines that
really are raking in the
dough. "For years, people
have talked about the weak-
ness of the women's service
category, but the fact of the
matter is that women's ser-
vice, beyond People maga-
zine, is the most profitable
category in magazine publish-
ing, unquestionably," Brew-
ster says. "It is a big mistake
to try to categorize magazines
as a group being successful or
unsuccessful based on broad
vs. narrow reach, or special -
interest vs. general -interest."

Indeed, there are signs
that the general -interest cate-
gory is on both readers' and
clients' radar. Some buyers
are reporting renewed inter-
est in the tried-and-true books
that have a loyal readership.

"Clients seem to be inter-
ested in publications that
have proven editorial quali-
ty," says Ken Sacharin, exec-
utive vp/managing partner at
Mediaedge: CIA in San Fran-
cisco, whose clients include
SunMaid and ChevronTexaco.
He cites The Atlantic Monthly
as one magazine clients are
rediscovering. "They are get-
ting away from the latest,
hottest, trendiest thing. In-
stead they are looking for
magazines where there is a
proven readership. They are
interested in the older, more
substantive titles." Recent
circulation numbers bear this
out: The Atlantic reported
newsstand sales up 42.6 per-
cent in the period ending
Dec. 31, 2001.

Brewster says a maga-
zine's success owes much more to the issue of relevance
than to any mere categorization. "Magazines are born of
two principles-the quality of the magazine and its rele-
vance to an audience, and the caliber of talent that pro-
duces and sells it. If you get those right, then profitability
should follow."

WORST

102 052

anaging editor Jim Kelly and crew got
Sept. 11 issue onto newsstands 48
urs after the catastrophic events in

KY. and D.C. "The immediacy helped,"
ys Kelly. As for the bear in a suit: "I
reed a valuable lesson," says Kelly.
you're going to report dire economic

, get right to it. No more well -
bears on the cover of Time."

Business Week
BEST

90 000

WORST

20 000

It's no surprise the Sept. 24 issue sold
three times the normal amount, accord-
ing to editor -in -chief Stephen Shepard.
"It was such a galvanizing event, people
wanted to read everything they could,"
he says. What was a surprise was the
Nov. 5 issue. "I can't explain why it
didn't sell," he says. "Consolidation has
made newsstand tougher to predict."

Tony Case is a freelance writer in New York who regularly
reports on the magazine industry for Mediaweek.
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"COUNTRY LIVING
inspires me because

everything in the magazine
is attainable. If it's a recipe
for corn chowder, they
don't tell me to start by
growing my own corn.

INSPIRATION THAT'S
ATTAINABLE is why
I always come home

to the comfort of

COUNTRY LIVING."
ABBY GREENSPUN, 34, mother, registered dietitian, runner

For more information on why 66% of American women

live the casual, comfortable lifestyle, as reported by the

Country Living/Yankelovich study America's Pursuit of

Comfort, contact Steven Grune, publisher, at 212-649-3190.

COUNTRY LIVRG
DECORATING  ANTIQUES  COOKING  TRAVEL  HOME BUII ANC,  GARDFER;  CRAFTS

WWW <001.1111.1`/WG.COM

WELCOME
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Come home to comfort
Country Living is a trademark of Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Lad in Charge
Leading Dennis Publishing's invasion

of the U.S., he's won the hearts of readers
and the minds of advertisers

BY ALEC FOEGE PHOTOGRAPHY BY LICHFIELD
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SEA CHANGE: Stephen Colvin,

photographed on Mustique, has
led Maxim to the tcp of the once
moribund men's ca:egory.

It's early Monday morning, and Stephen Colvin is running late for the
day's first appointment. The 39 -year -old president of Dennis Publishing USA hurriedly
knots his dark -purple tie, smoothes his three -button suit, grabs a sleek black overcoat,
and kisses his wife, Pippa, on the cheek.

With a grin, he breezes through the living room of their spacious but informal Upper
East Side apartment-past the flat -screen TV and the bleeding -edge contemporary
paintings-and into the toy -filled playroom, returning with his two eldest children,
Joseph, 7, and Natasha, 5. Out in the hallway, Harry, 16 months, waves bye-bye to
Daddy. Emerging from the wood -paneled elevator, Colvin attacks the lead item on his
busy schedule-walking the kids to school.

Fitting a black wool watch cap over his slightly punked-out hair, he forges a path
down the sidewalk with only an occasional glimpse at his tiny troops. Navigating a New
York crosswalk at rush hour, Colvin is a master of efficiency, holding hands where needed

CD
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but otherwise trusting his clutch to stay the course. Ten
brisk blocks later, they're in the playground of the neigh-
borhood school. He deposits second -grader Joseph next to
a friend, then follows Natasha to the room where she
attends kindergarten. Confronted by a closed classroom
door, Colvin scrunches his mouth into a cartoonish
mace. Then he looks at his watch.

"We're five minutes early," Colvin
says, clearly pleased.

Mission complete, he's out on the
street again, this time headed for the
subway.

A native of Northern Ireland, Colvin
arrived in New York just five and a half
years ago to start a U.S. division of the
London -based Dennis. Yet he appears to
have adapted without pause to the city's
hectic, multi -tasking pace and unpre-
dictable rhythms.

In that same short period, he also has
reinvigorated the general -interest men's
category with the breathtakingly suc-
cessful "lad mags" Maxim and Stuff and
rocketed three new titles (Blender, a
pop -music magazine; The Week, a lively
news digest; and Maxim Fashion) into
easily the worst ad market in decades.
By spray -painting the newsstand with a
brash Drew Carey -meets -Dr. Ruth sensi-
bility, he also has proved to a snobbish
New York publishing establishment that
making money in magazines may not be such serious busi-
ness after all.

Later the same day in his modest midtown office, glis-
tening bikini -clad babes gaze down from framed magazine
covers as Colvin weathers an action -packed afternoon of
internal meetings. A heated head -to -head with the pub-
lisher of The Week about the pricing of paper stock. A
powwow with Dennis's head of circulation, reeling with
mind -numbing charts and numbers. A spirited debate with
the editors of Blender over the bootylicious quotient of the
next cover model. It's an impressive blur: Between all the
far-flung questions and split-second decisions, Colvin
hardly has time to wolf down his lunchtime salad.

"We react quickly, we're nimble, we're a small compa-
ny, we're a flat management, we don't have that many
magazines to focus on," he says in a rare idle moment.
"We've always been down-to-earth, treating it as a busi-
ness and not a vanity or a glamorous profession. It's very
easy, because that's the mindset we exist in."

Clearly it's a mind -set that works. The guaranteed rate
base for Maxim, currently 2.5 million, is up more than
six -fold since 1998. The magazine's total ad revenue for 2001
was $148 million, a 29 percent increase from 2000, making it
the far -and -away leader in the ultra -cutthroat men's catego-
ry. With a $3.99 cover price, it sells a whopping 900,000
copies per issue at the newsstand. After debuting at No. 4
on Adweek's Hot List in its first year of eligibility in 2000, it
jumped to the top of this year's list. According to a poll of
Fortune 1000 CEOs, investment bankers are five times
more likely to devour Maxim than Business Week.

gri-

"Steve's best
ability is In

locating talent
and getting that

talent to work
for him, and

keeping them on
our side and

motivating
them."

FELIX DENNIS

And Stuff has the stuff, too: Launched in 1999, its rate
base surged to 1.1 million for the first half of 2002, repre-
senting a 30 percent increase from 850,000 for the same
period in 2001; ad pages were up 55 percent through
November 2001. With Blender (circulation: 250,000) and
The Week (100,000) on board since early 2001, the company
projects $200 million in revenue for 2002.

Brand extension is another part of
the big picture. Maxim broke through
the gender boundary in January when it
co -published an article on dating with
Hearst's Cosmopolitan. German- and
Spanish -language versions were recently
launched. Last November, Dennis inked a
deal with Harrah's Entertainment to host
Maxim Lounge parties at the Rio All -
Suite Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas. Plans
for an increased television and radio
presence are also on deck.

Still, despite his impressive track
record, Colvin-Adweek's magazine
Executive of the Year for 2001-is unin-
terested in hewing to the image of media
titan. Largely eschewing the town cars
and lavish perks surgically attached to
most New York media elite, he prefers
public transportation, keeps his own
schedule on a Palm Pilot, and spends
more nights at home with his wife and
children than at the wild theme parties
his company is known for throwing in
Hollywood and at the Super Bowl.

With a keen interest in both the busi-
ness and editorial sides of the company,
and a seemingly boundless energy for all
the boring details, Colvin prides himself
on attracting top talent and letting them
do what they were hired for. He also
appreciates the stark beauty of lean oper-
ating budgets-and ignoring the conven-
tional wisdom.

"He has the reader in mind," says
Dennis's chief financial officer, John M.
Lagana, a recent transplant from Wenner
Media. "The sensibility is, let's put out a
product that's good for the reader, not nec-
essarily good to win the ASME award or
some MPA recognition. Jann Wenner had
that sensibility back when he created
Rolling Stone-he put out a product for
the reader and didn't worry about adver-
tising, and it hit a nerve. That's what

Stephen has done here."
Of course, Dennis saw a steep drop-off in ad revenue

last year, just like everyone else (though Maxim finished
2001 with nearly 1,200 ad pages, according to Publishers
Information Bureau). And some quietly wonder whether
the flagship's self-consciously lowbrow formula-which
mixes nearly -nude female pulchritude with snarky, sopho-
moric humor and bite -size articles-can sustain the
company beyond its early meteoric growth and help
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spearhead newer, less sizzle -oriented categories.
Then there is the ongoing battle to attract high -end

fashion advertisers and conservative packaged -goods man-
ufacturers, some of whom won't appear in Maxim or Stuff
no matter how generously the Band -Aid -width swimsuits
are cut. The professional drubbing can't be discounted,
either. GQ editor Art Cooper once famously described
Maxim readers as "men who not only move their lips but
drool when they read." The sneering never let up.

"The vast majority of people in our industry gave
Dennis very little chance for success," confirms David
Verklin, chief executive of Carat North America, a media -

services firm. "But they've got a lot of credibility as far as
I'm concerned. Maxim and Stuff, and even The Week, all
show the beginnings of a really innovative publishing com-
pany that's willing to take risks, that is really pushing the
envelope in its categories, and truthfully runs a very low
risk of becoming moribund and stuffy."

Though big -name advertisers like Toyota and Nike are
now in the fold, some initially had reservations about
Maxim's risque content.

"But quickly after the launch, you couldn't ignore the
magic in that magazine-it's irreverent, it's fun," says
Christopher Montella, director of creative services for
Chaps Ralph Lauren, who started advertising in Maxim
shortly after its first year. "It's got a real energy behind
it that seems to work well with the Chaps customer, who

"I looked at the
newsstand and
thought, what a
dowdy mess. It
was all people
trying to justify
that they had
a very
important
profession.
That's not
what magazine
publishing is
about."
STEPHEN COLVIN

is a very regular guy, a guy's guy. There's a lot of syn-
chronicity between our customer and the book." Montella
also notes that Dennis won't pitch an advertiser just
to sell a page: "If it's not right for your brand, they don't
come to you."

That no-nonsense attitude permeates every level of
the operation. Dennis' editors don't have private offices. "I
don't know if I'd be hooked on that Conde Nast lobster -

and -champagne diet, but this suits me fine," says Maxim's
editor -in -chief, Keith Blanchard, who shares an open,
warehouse -style space with his staff. "One of the things
that Stephen's been really good at is inflicting a frugal cor-
porate culture on people who otherwise would have
expected some star treatment at the end of the rainbow."

And with mastheads a good bit shorter than competi-
tors', Dennis magazines make do with the barest of bare-
bones staffs-yet are careful not to scrimp when it comes
to content, another nod to the readers. "Dennis puts out
thick magazines, they guarantee 140 or 150 pages every
single issue," says Malcolm Campbell, publisher of
Blender. "Particularly in the music category, that's an
anomaly."

Doing your best under less -than -ideal circumstances
is something Colvin learned early in life. Though he
enjoyed a comfortably middle-class Protestant upbring-
ing in Belfast, his childhood coincided with the terrorism
of the late 1960s and 1970s. As a kid, he was accustomed

to the constant British Army presence and a total
absence of nightclubs. "Growing up in Belfast, you
were very wary of every car you walked past, in
case there was a bomb," he says.

"There was only one cinema, but everybody
was afraid to go because it was bound to be blown
up anytime soon." The constant threat of violence
fostered community-as well as casual boy -girl
interaction at private parties, he jokes, "albeit in a
pretty weird and slightly desperate environment."

Colvin's father was an accountant who quit to
start his own grocery chain. Things quickly didn't
work out. "He opened one store, then another, and
then died of a heart attack," he says. Colvin was 10
when his mother took over the business and vowed
to get Stephen and his older brother out of
Northern Ireland. At 15, he left his homeland for
an English boarding school.

While studying politics at the University of
East Anglia in Norwich, he began pursuing his pas-
sion for music, playing guitar with a pop -rock band
called Sam and Galore, which notably featured his
future spouse on keyboards. "I was the guy who
ran the band, motivated them, made sure we stuck
to schedule," says Colvin. "There's nothing like it-
it's just failure, failure, failure. That brought out
my driven side and taught me to be focused and not
to give up easily." The band eventually struck a
deal with a small label and released two singles
before its luck ran out.

"At university, Steve was Mr. Social," recalls
fellow classmate Kate Rankine, now an editor at
the Daily Telegraph in London. "He went to all the
right parties, but not in that horrible, networking
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way. He's never at all come across to me as trying to know
the best people. He just always has known them."

Fortunately, Colvin had a day job to fall back on when
the band fell through, working briefly at Ernst & Young,
then as a London -based ad rep at Dutch media conglomer-
ate VNU (the corporate parent of Adweek). In 1988, he was
approached by Dennis Publishing U.K., at the time
primarily owner of high-tech consumer and trade
titles, to be sales manager of Computer Shopper, a
British version of the Ziff -Davis publication.

Though he had little early contact with Felix
Dennis, the company's chairman, he'd soon capture
the attention of the mercurial multimillionaire. In
1992, he was promoted to publisher and asked to join
Dennis' board of directors. Along with launching a
few computer titles and helping run the company, he
was asked in 1995 to weigh in on a prospective men's
title Dennis was starting in the U.K. to compete with
eMap's FHM, the laddie-boy progenitor, and Loaded,
a zeitgeisty pop -culture magazine also packed with
eye -popping pinups. The basic idea was a male equiv-
alent of Cosmopolitan, a service bible packed with
feisty wit and regular -bloke wisdom. "We used to
spend too much time in board meetings trying to
think up names for this damn magazine," says Colvin.
"We liked Maxim because of the 'x' and two 'm's."

The launch a swift success, the ambitious young
man set his heart on San Francisco, where he was
offered the job of publisher at IDG's MacWorld. But
on the eve of his resignation, Felix Dennis called
from New York. "I said, 'Are you still working for
me?' " recalls Dennis. "He said, 'Yes, I am.' I said, 'In
that case, you've got to get on a plane.' " Held cap-
tive by his boss on a boat in the middle of
Connecticut's Candlewood Lake, near where Dennis
keeps a weekend home, Colvin received the offer of a
lifetime-the chance to infect America with Dennis
Publishing's grandiose vision of men behaving badly.
He accepted it on the spot.

In truth, Dennis Publishing had had two previous
incarnations on Yankee soil. The first was as the pro-
ducer of hugely profitable souvenir books for movies
like Jaws and Star Wars beginning in the early 1970s.
The second was a failed mid -'90s attempt at a CD-
ROM -based music "magazine," also called Blender.

This time, however, was different because
Dennis had Colvin on his side. In one of his first and
highly praised moves, Colvin lured Conde Nast vet-
eran Lance Ford, who had worked at The New
Yorker and Bon Appetit, to be Maxim's general man-
ager. He since has poached overachievers from near-
ly every publisher in town. "Steve's best ability is in
locating talent and getting that talent to work for
him and for the company, and keeping them on our
side and motivating them," says Dennis. "He is very
slow to blame and anxious always to share kudos
with other people."

And he has a knack for getting to the heart and
soul of the matter. Ford, who is British but has spent
his whole career with American magazines, first con-
nected with Colvin not as an adman but as a fellow
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failed musician (Ford's band was appropriately named Bad
Press). "He's as real a boss as I've ever had," says Ford,
since promoted to Dennis's executive vice president.
"There are no sides to Steve, which is very refreshing. He
speaks his mind, I trust him, and I think his instincts are
great. He doesn't have to primp and pose as a president-

people just give him the respect he deserves."
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STABLE: In the

middle of the worst
economy in a

decade, Colvin has
overseen the growth

of four magazines.

America embraced Maxim with hirsute open
arms. Fueling the fire with free subscriptions for
radio shock jocks, who read the magazine's ribald fea-
tures on -air, and with an Internet marketing plan
that beamed the same jokes to office cubicles nation-
wide, Dennis took the nation by storm.

After Colvin took over Tom's Diner on the Upper
West Side for an "Ultimate End of Seinfeld" party in
1998, even Dan Rather was praising the infant glossy,
no doubt drawn in by cover lines like "Your Desk or
Mine: The Ins and Outs of Office Sex." A mere six
months after distributing 175,000 copies of the pre-
miere issue, edited by Clare McHugh, the magazine
raised its rate base to 350,000. By mid -1999, circula-
tion had broken 1 million. Pretty soon, competitors
such as GQ, Esquire and Details were putting scanti-
ly clad starlets on their covers.

Later that year, a mere 18 months after Maxim's
stateside send-off, Colvin summoned Andy Clerkson,
the London -born editor -in -chief of Stuff, an electron-
ics -and -gear magalog for guys that had taken off in
England, to run the business side of a new U.S. ver-
sion. Clerkson watched in amazement as Stuffs circu-
lation shot to 1.1 million, becoming the sixth largest
men's magazine in America behind stalwarts like
Sports Illustrated, Playboy and Rolling Stone.

"There's no waiting with Stephen," says
Clerkson, recently named general manager of
Maxim. "I knew coming here something was going
to be good, something was going to happen, and he
was going to make it happen very fast. Things don't
hang around in boardrooms with him. He's like the
Energizer bunny on 12 cups of coffee."

Strangely enough, the content of Stuff is hardly
distinguishable from Maxim's, and yet has had no
negative effect on the margins of its older sibling.
Colvin isn't surprised. The proud father who takes
his kids to school says Maxim's early success con-
vinced him that a little extra attention would nur-
ture limitless potential.

"My feeling was there aren't any general inter-
est men's magazines, why's everybody so negative?
Why would Maxim not work? Why would Stuff not
work?" Colvin says. "I looked at the newsstand and
thought, what a dowdy mess. It was all people try-
ing to justify that they had a very important profes-
sion. That's not what magazine publishing is about.
It's just a little fluff in people's lives. And if you treat
it like that, then you're quite willing to make it into
what is an important piece of fluff in someone's life.
And that's what we're all about."

Alec Foege is a freelance writer in New York. He is
a frequent contributor to Mediaweek.
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lishers, 2001 was t -e first year in a long while
(fo- some, the first time 3ter), that they saw
deo fining numbers =or ad pages. There are few
magazines that ha-en't felt the effects of this
athalising recessi3n. Th s is not to say there
are 1D hot magazines. In fad, some magazines
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-Patricia Orsini, Edi:or, Special Reports
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OPTIMISM
in this economy is a good and necessary thing. Because challenges become opportunities.

And that can lead to success. One opportunity you should know about was recently

discovered in a sweeping study by MMA (Media Marketing Assessment) on media

effectiveness. The

BRILLIANCE
The impact of the Media Mix

on Effectiveness
of the study lies in its scope and results. Analyzing 186 brands over 7 years,

totaling more than $3 billion in ad spending, the study found that for brands with a

higher percentage of magazines in their media mix, total media effectiveness was

solidly higher. In other words, weight your plan more heavily in magazines and

V 0
incremental sales begin to increase. Earnings start to be generated.

Revenues are on their way up. You're in the black. You're meeting

your sales goals. Your boss is smiling. You're smiling. My friend,

you've hit the

L A

MOTHER LODE
Magazines. A whole new read.

For more information and results of this comprehensive media effectiveness study, visit our Web site at
www.magazine.org or call Ellen Oppenheim at the Magazine Publishers of America, 212-872-3754.
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REVENUE UP:
$4.7 MILLION/15.8%

AD PAGES:
75.1/9.1%

CIRCULATION:
619,166/-9.4%

REVENUE UP:
$2.5 MILLION/14.8%

AD PAGES:
-11.9/-1.7%

CIRCULATION:
356,152/12.4%

REVENUE UP:
$8.6 MILLION/55.2%

AD PAGES:
-18.5/-3.4%

CIRCULATION:
864,891/47.4%

REVENUE UP:
$14.3 MILLION/121.4%

AD PAGES:
-33.3/-5.7%

CIRCULATION:
844,127/63.5%

REVENUE UP:
$4.7 MILLION/28.4%

AD PAGES UP:
379.2/17.5%

CIRCULATION:
244,559/26.4%

REVENUE UP:
$2.9 MILLION/16.1%

AD PAGES:
20.4/5.8%

CIRCULATION:
1,020,051/5.9%

REVENUE UP:
$4.1 MILLION/28.2%

AD PAGES:
80.2/13.5%

CIRCULATION:
487,671/12.%

REVENUE UP:
$6.9 MILLION/38.3%

AD PAGES:
66.2/12.5%

CIRCULATION:
566,871/39.6%

REVENUE UP:
$11.2 MILLION/69.6%

AD PAGES:
196.3/44.3%

CIRCULATION:
832,520/7.5%

REVENUE UP:
$2.8 MILLION/70%

AD PAGES:
45.87/28.9%

CIRCULATION:
800,000433.3%

"The definition of hot," says one buyer. Since her
days at Sassy, Jane Pratt has had an uncanny
instinct for knowing what young women want.
Which is just one reason why she is Adweek
Magazines' Editor of the Year.

"They've got the demos with them." So says
one buyer, citing the results of the 2000 Census.
Now in its second year on the 10 under 40 list,
this Spanish -language monthly has a loyal fol-
lowing that is only guaranteed to grow.

The third title on the Hot Lists from the People
Group at Time Inc., Real Simple is really a lesson
in perseverance. While it struggled at first, the
2 -year -old title has found loyal readers.
"Advertisers will have to follow," says one buyer.

Maxim got here first, but it was FHM that, for
better or worse, invented the form. Now, drawn
by editor Ed Needham and publisher Dana
Fields, readers and advertisers are flowing to the
American star of Emap's laddie galaxy.

Talk about your niche title-aimed at the kids
who don't buy Abercrombie-this Time4Media
title "can't print enough pages," says a buyer.
Ads for boarding clothes and shoes share
space with photo layouts of slick tricks. It's sick.

A recent redesign broadened the reach of this
brand extension, grabbing more 15 -year -olds
and, thus, gaming advertisers. The readership is
split almost evenly among boys and girls, mak-
ing this, for some, an attractive alternative to TV.

A regional book that has broken out with
national advertisers, this title from the Southern
Progress folks has a readership with a high
household income and second homes, making
it a hit with shelter advertisers.

Combining the passions of golf and travel, this
book targets a highly desirable readership.
Irons and woods are just a part of the edit;
celebrity (golf style) and lifestyle help this book
transcend the golf category.

Readership continues to grow on this title for
women over 40 from Meredith. It can be a
hard sell -"targeting women over 40 can be
tricky" says one buyer-but it gets high marks
for refreshing editorial and design.

A relatively new entry into the parenting field,
Nick Jr benefits from a controlled-circ program
that puts the title with a teaching guide into pre-
schools. Half the circ is subs; many converted
from those loyal preschoolers (and parents).

Sources: Publishers Information Bureau, Competitive Media Reporting, Audit Bureau of Circulations
'Circulation is one -quarter controlled, mailed to American Express cardholders.



EVEN IN TIMES OF

Economic Uncertainty,

B -to -B MEDIA
DELIVER

 Some may think it's a bad time. A bad time to be advertising. A bad time to be selling

But there's no better proof of the bus ness community's resolve and resiliency than getting

back to business.

The results are in from the first -ever comprehensive study of the imoact of B -to -B media.

A:cording to Yankelovich/Harris. an overwhelming maority of American executives - 86% -

agree that companies that advertise in a down economy stay more top -of -mind when purchase

decisions are being made. and create more positive impressions about their commitment to

their products and services.' And a whopping 99% agree that even in a down economy it's

important to keep abreast of new products and services.'

Industry leaders rank B -to -B media - magazines. websites. and tradeshows - top in

importance for influencing purchase decisions. way ahead of newspapers, television. and

even general business magazines.' And using B -to -B media in combination generates even

more sales than using any one medium alone - 56% more.-

 FOR A FREE COPY OF THE NEW YANKELOVICH/HARRIS INTERACTIVE RESEARCH REPORT,

CALL DEBBIE HUMPHREYS AT (212) 661-6360 OR VISIT WWW.AMERICANBUSINESSMEDIA.CON.

Let American Business Media show you how to make the power of B -to -B media work for you.

Business -to -Business Media. The place to reach decision makers.
AMERICAN
BUSINESS MEDIA

The Associaition of Busineiss Media Companies

'Vankeloveilliarros 2001 -FatrieId Research
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To  25 Ma  azines in Ad Revenue
2001 ad revenue
(in millions)

Change
vs. '00

,00

rank
1. People Weekly $656.2 -9.4% 1

2. Sports Illustrated $571.0 -12.3% 3
3. Parade* $570.5 -2.0% 4
4. Time $557.6 -15.9% 2
5. Better Homes & Gardens $491.3 4.3% 7
6. Business Week $394.3 -31.2% 5
7. TV Guide $388.9 -13.7% 8
8. Newsweek $338.7 -23.0% 9
9. Fortune $333.8 -30.0% 6
10. Good Housekeeping $318.3 10.3% 12
11. USA Weekend* $316.8 2.9% 11

12. Forbes $305.8 -29.6% 10
13. Cosmopolitan $273.8 5.1% 15
14. Woman's Day $273.7 -4.9% 13
15. Reader's Digest $265.8 -3.3% 14
16. Family Circle $245.7 3.3% 16
17. In Style $238.4 2.9% 17
18. Martha Stewart Living $210.1 6.2% 23
19. Vogue $201.7 1.7% 22
20. New York Times Magazine* $201.6 -7.5% 20
21. Entertainment Weekly $198.5 -6.9% 21

22. Ladies' Home Journal $189.6 3.7% 24
23. PC Magazine $186.0 -16.2% 19
24. US News & World Report $179.0 -20.4% 18
25. Rolling Stone $156.9 -8.8% 25

Source: PIB/CMR *Sunday magazine

To  Advertisin  Cate  ories

2001 spending
(in millions)

Change
vs. '00

. Automotive $1,717.0 -4.2%
2. Direct response companies $1,511.7 7.5%
3. Medicine and proprietary remedies $1,125.1 3.5%
4. Media and advertising $1,007.8 -18.6%
5. Computers, software, Internet $863.3 -39.3%
6. Public transportation, hotels, resorts $799.6 -0.5%
7. Retail $786.8 -20.7%
8. Cosmetics and beauty aids $786.2 15.6%
9. Financial $751.7 -22.8%
10. Ready-to-wear $583.0 -6.5%
11. Dairy, produce, meat, bakery goods $395.9 17.3%
12. Audio and video equipment $330.9 -3.1%
13. Misc. services and amusements $324.5 -12.3%
14. Liquor $313.0 6.2%
15. Personal hygiene and health $304.2 2.6%
16. Jewelry and watches $301.6 4.0%
17. Insurance and real estate $293.3 0.1%
18. Sporting goods $280.0 4.8%
19. Hair products and accessories $274.2 19.9%
20. Household furnishings, accessories $274.2 -4.7%

To  25 Ma  azines in Paid Circulation
Average
total

Change
vs. '00

'00
rank

1. Modern Maturity 17,780,127 -15.2% NA
2. Reader's Digest 12,565,779 0.0% 1

3. TV Guide 9,097,762 -8.6% 2
4. National Geographic 7,664,658 -2.1% 3

5. Better Homes and Gardens 7,601,377 -0.2% 4
6. Family Circle 4,712,548 -5.8% 5
7. Good Housekeeping 4,527,447 -0.7% 6
8. Woman's Day 4,257,742 0.3% 7

9. Time 4,189,981 3.3% 9
10. Ladies' Home Journal 4,100,675 0.0% 8

11. People Weekly 3,723,848 4.8% 11

12. Rosie 3,613,055 -9.8% 10
13. Newsweek 3,308,912 5.2% 14
14. Sports Illustrated 3,206,098 0.0% 13
15. Playboy 3,157,540 -1.7% 12
16. Prevention 3,121,340 3.8% 15
17. Cosmopolitan 2,759,448 6.4% 16
18. Guideposts 2,743,726 5.9% NA
19. Maxim 2,553,895 3.9% 18
20. Southern Living 2,549,601 0.5% 17
21. 0, the Oprah Magazine 2,530,712 17.0% 23
22. Martha Stewart Living 2,437,970 0.1% 19
23. Seventeen 2,333,126 -1.8% 20
24. Redbook 2,321,233 2.3% 21
25. YM 2,206,078 0.1% 22

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations. Figures for second half of 2001

To  Ma  azine S  endin  b Com  an

2001
ad pages

Dollars
(in millions)

1. Procter & Gamble Co. 3,862.5 $471.3
2. Philip Morris Cos. 4,556.1 $461.0
3. General Motors Corp. 4,045.2 $402.9
4. AOL Time Warner Inc. 2,907.2 $309.7
5. Ford Motor Co. 3,629.2 $304.7
6. DaimlerChrysler AG 3,273.2 $267.5
7. L'Oreal SA 2,983.8 $237.8
8. Johnson & Johnson 2,159.2 $215.9
9. Toyota Motor Corp. 2,201.8 $201.6
10. Pfizer Inc. 1,588.1 $169.5
11. Microsoft Corp. 1,844.5 $160.6
12. The Walt Disney Co. 1,391.7 $143.8
13. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. 1,310.7 $142.5
14. Bradford Exchange Ltd. 973.1 $141.2
15. National Syndications Inc. 154.2 $139.2
16. GlaxoSmithKline 1,166.5 $135.3
17. Honda Motor Co. 1,602.4 $130.7
18. Nissan Motor Co. 1,569.5 $122.4
19. Unilever 1,111.4 $115.3
20. Nestle SA 1,141.0 $115.0

Source: PIB/CMR

Source: PIS/CMR
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HE DOESN'T READ

WHAT YOU THINK.

He owns a small business.

He's a decision -maker for purchasing all types
of business products, and he controls his

company's technology budget.

He's a highly paid professional with the
discretionary income to have a fully equipped

home office, drive a luxury car, invest and travel.

Average HHI: $232,300

While he is a small-business owner, he's not
your traditional businessperson...

he is a Solo Practitioner in the legal field.
He doesn't read traditional business magazines

either; he reads the one magazine that addresses
his profession, business and personal life...

ABA Journal/The Lawyer's Magazine.

Source 2001 Reader Profile Study MRI Custom Division

ABA Journal's duplication with
traditional business magazines.

Business Week

Fortune

Forbes

Base: affluent readers
Source: 2000 MMR Affluent Survey

7.1%

9.5%

9.5%.

THE LAWYEka MAGAZINE

For more information on ABA Journal, this rich market for the purchase of business products and this extraordinarily
high concentration of affluent consumers, call 312-988-5822 or go to www.abajournal.com for a media kit.



Jane is Jane, as in Pratt.Which is why
you will never see anything dorky in her magazine.

And that's the way the readers like it, OK?
BY LISA GRANATSTEIN PHOTOGRAPHY BY GAIL ALBERT HALABAN
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Jane Pratt walks into the third -floor conference
room of Fairchild Publication's midtown -Manhattan head-
quarters, where Jane staffers wait to begin their regular
Monday afternoon meeting. Tossed over a T-shirt and a
pair of faded jeans, Pratt is sporting a sheer -blue floral
something.

Later, on a couch in her sparsely decorated office,
Pratt describes to the uninitiated what exactly she was
wearing. "Oh my God!" she squeals. "That is a Pucci
nightgown. It was so cool. I love being inappropriate and
wearing my nightgown to work!"

Clearly, Adweek Magazines' editor of the year isn't
your average editor of a women's monthly, but then again
Jane isn't your average monthly. "I'm all about mixing
and being inappropriate," Pratt boasts. "We all are," she
says, referring to her staff. "I encourage it, definitely."

It's just this attitude that has vaulted Jane into the
ranks of one of this year's hottest magazines.

Well before Rosie and 0, The Oprah Magazine, Pratt
put her name on Jane, and loaded it up with fresh, edgy
and entertaining editorial that reflected her free spirit
and feminist streak. Launched in 1997 by Fairchild (then
owned by The Walt Disney Co. and now a unit of Advance
Publications), Jane implored readers to let their freak
flags fly. Instead of counting calories, Jane road tested
fried chicken. Forget about reader makeovers; Jane per-
forms "makeunders." It's also not uncommon for Jane to
hit up its staffers for sex tips as well as an unusual array
of "experts" that have included a hooker and a tranny
phone -sex worker. While the message is not new-Pratt
applied the same frank formula for teen girls at Sassy-
Jane can be excused for its edginess without scaring off
advertisers, since it targets women in their late 20s.

"It's definitely a magazine for women that makes
them feel good about themselves," says 39 -year old Pratt.
"While I was doing Sassy, I was going through this horri-
ble early -'20s thing, and I was realizing, wow, I thought
my teen -aged years were hard. Twenties are the worst.
By far! I realized we need something for this age group,
and something that isn't promoting all those retro things
like getting a husband, basically."

Five years later, Pratt's efforts have paid off. The
magazine, which consists of a blend of entertainment, sex,
social issues, fashion and beauty, holds its own against the

likes of Conde Nast cousin Glamour and Hearst Magazines' Cosmopolitan and Marie Claire. Until
last year, its most direct competitor was CN's Mademoiselle, but Jane's momentum and an unfor-
giving marketplace couldn't save the schizophrenic monthly.

Jane became marginally profitable last year, says a Fairchild executive familiar with the num-
bers. And while the magazine's initial circulation goal for this year under Disney was 800,000, the
rate base is 600,000.

SEE JANE: The magazine

is a reflection of her life,
but resonates strongly
with readers. Jane Pratt,
photographed at Lotus,
New York City.
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Thanks in part to the addition in 2000 of 150,000
names from the now -defunct New Woman subscription
file, Jane in recent years has enjoyed a bump in circula-
tion. But with some New Woman readers dropping off,
combined with the fallout of Sept. 11 on newsstands,
explains vp/publisher Eva Dillon, Jane's circulation has
leveled off. In last year's second half, paid circ fell 9.4 per-
cent to 619,166, compared with the year prior, according
to the Audit Bureau of Circulations. To help meet its

ambitious 650,000 rate base in June,
Dillon says the magazine has
increased its visibility on news-
stands, and has now begun to invest
in more pockets.

"Jane's got its own strong and
distinctive voice, and [Jane's] bril-
liance is that she edits to what that
specific reader wants. It is very,
very fine-tuned," says Mary Berner,

TRIPPY BEGINNINGS: Pratt

became editor of teen title
Sassy when she was 23. It
was there that she found
her voice, writing in the

first person with a
conversational tone.

"It's a very different positioning," notes Pattie
Garrahy, president of PGR Media, whose clients
include Tommy Hilfiger. "I call it the post -Title IX book,
because it's very much for this independently minded
young woman."

Jane's independent streak sprung from Pratt's
trippy beginnings. The daughter of two painters who
taught at Duke University, Pratt and her three siblings
lived a bohemian life in the hippie town of Bolinas, Calif.,
and later in Durham, N.C. "I'm on the phone the other
night with my mom," says Pratt. "And she's still going 'we
were not hippies, we were artists.' I'm like, mom, let
the facts speak for themselves! You had a pot plant in the
yard, OK? We were in Washington for three days, and you
didn't know I didn't have shoes."

Pratt, then 11, had been traipsing around the nation's
capital barefooted. "The only reason they ever even fig-
ured out that I didn't have shoes was because we went to

"Since she had this (unconventional) upbringing, when
restrictions on what she could say. Then the magazine

,EX SURVEY, PLEASE

ain't Love
rand?

KURT tt
OF NIRVANA AND

COURTNEY

OF HOLE

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

miss
america,

INDENTURED SERVANT

, understanding
1:11, the daddy

vibe

sassy's
Jane goes Tv!

Wacky but true.
The sane show premieres

on Fox channel 5,
March 16 at 5 PM.

CIIMUS 7.1 MU 73

Fairchild president/CEO. "The plan is to hold the circula-
tion where it is. Like with all our Fairchild consumer
books (W and Details) we're niche in voice, size or demo-
graphic, and for Jane it's all three. We want to get the
best people, not the most people."

"We have to be really forthright with the advertising
community," adds Dillon. "Jane magazine is like the sound
only a dog can hear. You either get it or you don't, but if
you get it you really love it."

That strategy seems to work for most media buyers.
Ad pages for 2001 increased a solid 9.1 percent, to 901,
and ad revenue went up 15.8 percent, to $34.4 million,
good enough for the top spot on Adweek's 10 under $40
million list.

go into a tour of the White House, and the guard goes,
`you need shoes to get in.' And mom said 'you left them
where? Back in the car?' I said, 'I left them in North
Carolina.' I was going to restaurants, everything."

Though Pratt says she never felt deprived, the family
lived on food stamps and got their clothes from Goodwill.
Pratt, whose parents later divorced, grew up with no cur-
few and went to an experimental Quaker school that had
no grades. Because she was aching to start school, Pratt's
parents even forged a birth certificate so their daughter
could start first grade when she was just five years old. "I
remember them doing it," recalls Pratt, smiling. "They
made a fake little stamp and everything!"

"Since she had this upbringing, when Jane started
Sassy, I don't think she had any idea that there were
restrictions on what she could say," says Sheila Blake,
Pratt's mom, as well as a Jane advice columnist. "She just
thought she could talk about anything, and then the mag-
azine was boycotted [by advertisers]. That was a very
hard lesson."

But her first real wake-up call that her life was less
than ordinary came when Pratt attended the preppy
Phillips Andover Academy on a full scholarship (her
father and uncle were alumni who also attended on schol-
arship). "When I got to Andover, all of a sudden I realized
I didn't have what it takes-I didn't have it in my clothes,
I didn't know the routine of makeup, my father didn't own
a corporation-it was an intense awakening," she recalls.
"Actually, I used to cut myself. I tell all this stuff and I
shouldn't. It makes me seem, like, not employable, but, I
was like super, super depressed."

While her parents encouraged their kids to become
artists, Pratt couldn't paint or draw. Instead, she devel-
oped a love of magazines, and religiously read Seventeen,
Mademoiselle and Glamour. Later, Pratt parlayed that
passion into her studies at Oberlin College, where she
received a degree in 1984 in dance and communications.

After a string of internships at Fairchild's now -
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defunct Sports Style, Rolling Stone, as well as low-level
jobs at McCall's and Teenage magazine, John Fairfax
Ltd., publisher of the hip Australian teen title Dolly,
came calling. In 1988, at 23, Pratt was picked to edit
Sassy. "At the time, you don't feel like you're young,"
she says. "As a matter of fact, I'm extremely hard on
myself and driven, and if anything, I thought I wasn't suc-
ceeding enough."

Jane's sensibilities first appeared in Sassy and was
written in the first person with a conversational voice.
For the first time young journalists were writing and
editing stories for kids barely younger than they were.
The magazine quickly moved beyond cultlike status to an
800,000 -circulation magazine.

Sassy was also the launch pad for a number of editors,
including YM's Christina Kelly, and CosmoGirl!'s Atoosa
Rubenstein, a former intern. "You didn't have to follow a
certain 'women's magazine' mold. You could be personal,
you could be crazy," says Rubenstein about what she

Publishing, where it was quickly folded into Teen.
In the meantime, Pratt spent the next two years

developing an older version of Sassy for Time Inc., then
publisher of Martha Stewart Living, but the project lan-
guished in development hell.

But Pratt wasn't ready to give up. She first
approached Patrick McCarthy, Fairchild's chairman and
editorial director, at a dinner party held by Vogue editor
Anna Wintour. "Jane said, 'I have a magazine idea that
I'm thinking about,' " recalls McCarthy. "And I said, 'well,
come and see me.' " McCarthy was blown away by her
concept of a women's magazine. "It overwhelmed me, and
Disney, too," he remembers. "Jane from the very begin-
ning said, 'I want to do a magazine that has fashion, but
has a lot of other things in it.' She was one of the first peo-
ple that understood the role of fashion in magazines for
young women."

Pratt initially wanted to call the magazine Girlie. "I
thought it was cute and funny, but people are just very

lane started Sassy I don't think she had any idea that there were
was boycotted [by advertisers). That was a hard lesson." JANE'S MOM, SHEILA BLAKE.

gained from the experience. "That sort of
sense of connection is something that I
think not only was Jane one of the pio-
neers of, but also [legendary Cosmo edi-
tor] Helen Gurley Brown."

From the get -go, Sassy delved into
sex, abortion, the death penalty, tampons
and homosexuality, which in the eyes of
the Moral Majority probably read like the
biblical meltdown of Sodom and
Gomorrah. Under fire, Sassy lost key
advertisers, including Revlon and
Maybelline. Dirt, Sassy's male alter ego,
folded after only a handful of issues. Pratt
was on the hot seat. Not that she cared,
much. "I didn't feel like 'Oh my God, I
fucked up.' I felt like I'm doing what I am
supposed to be doing in this job. Also,
I was thinking 140,000 a year [salary]?' I
was not participating in the success any-
way, it was not my thing."

Still, despite the controversial con-
tent, Pratt became a bona fide celebrity,
and television executives believed that
her magnetic personality would translate
into big ratings. In 1992 Pratt hosted
Jane, a teen talk show, on Fox's New
York station, and a year later fronted
another talk show on Lifetime called Jane
Pratt. Both flopped. "What can I say," she
shrugs. "We all make mistakes."

By then, Pratt was ready for some-
thing new. Sassy in 1994 was running
on fumes, and Jane was already in
Pratt's head. Six months after she left
Sassy to develop the magazine, Lang
Communications, which had bought the
title from Fairfax, sold it off to Petersen

SCREEN GEMS: Pratt hosted Jane, a teen talk show, on Fox's New York station, then went to Lifetime
to host Jane Pratt. Both failed, brt she was already working on her idea for a new magazine.



FEAT FIRST: Lucky
editor Kim France and
publisher Alexandra
Golinkin photographed
at the Jimmy Choo
boutique, New York City.



Last Labor Day weekend, Lucky
vice president and publisher Alexandra
Golinkin was eager to get back to work. On
the beach that last day in August, she got a
call from the Gap informing her that the
retailer was planning a whopping 29 -page
image campaign for December called
"Gifted," and was considering In Style, AOL
Time Warner's celebrity -fashion behemoth,
and Lucky, Conde Nast's upstart rookie
devoted to shopping.

The next week, Golinkin shifted into high
gear, offering the Gap the back cover, the
underside of the cover flap and both inside -
cover spreads. Then came Sept. 11. At first,
Golinkin was too upset to even think about
business; when she did, her first thoughts
were about the pending Gap deal. Golinkin
recalls thinking, "Kiss that baby good-bye!"

Instead, on Sept. 14, the Gap called.
Despite the tumultuous economy, it was forg-
ing ahead with all 29 pages-in Lucky.
"That," says Golinkin, "was astounding."

Just as impressively, during those pan-
icked weeks when most magazines were los-
ing dozens of ad pages, Lucky's December
issue wound up its largest of the year-with
77 percent of its pages sold after Sept. 11.
Lucky finished its first year with 766 ad
pages (more than double In Style's first -year
tally in 1994). By year-end, circulation was up
40 percent, from 500,000 to 700,000, numbers
good enough to make Lucky Adweek's
Startup of the Year.

In 2001, while a brutal recession caused
even warhorse magazines to morph, shrink or
fold, Lucky cheerfully blossomed. But Lucky
is aware of its detractors, some of whom even
question whether it's a magazine at all.

"It's certainly not a magazine if you look at
the standard women's title," admits Conde

Nast CEO Steve Florio. "When it was first
presented, I was scratching my head. A mag-
azine about shopping?" But then he showed it
to both his daughter's friends in their 20s and
his wife's friends in their 50s, and they
flipped. So Florio says he decided, "If a maga-
zine is a compendium of information, this is as
legitimate a magazine as any." He calls it a
special interest title about shopping, which he
quips is "blood sport for women.' " Still, he
grants, "There's no real editorial decision -
making. They don't say, 'This is THE best.'"

When Golinkin was first pitching the mag-
azine, she admits, "There was a lot of buzz out
there: 'Oh god, how awful, Conde Nast is in
the catalog business.' " But even she grants
that, "It's really not a magazine. I told the
sales staff, I don't want you to talk about it as
a magazine, but as a new form of media. It's a
hybrid of a magazine and Internet and a cata-
log, an entirely new animal."

But editorial director James Truman
defends Lucky against the charge that it's a
catalog. "A catalog does not have a point of
view; it has a mission to sell you something,"
says Truman. "I don't think that's Lucky's
mission. It's telling you about stuff in this
peer voice, cool but unintimidating."

What few know is that this animal was
first hatched as a way to salvage Conde
Nast's faltering Mademoiselle. Attending
focus groups for the magazine a few years
ago, says Truman, he noticed that "shopping
was a common language." Truman, already a
fan of the dozens of shopping magazines avail-
able in Japan, which simply lay out cool mer-
chandise with information on how to obtain it,
thought the idea could translate.

But to call it Mademoiselle meant having to
launch with a circulation of 1 million (not con-
ducive to finding its audience organically,

One-Sto
Shoppin

Lucky wins readers and advertisers with the simplest
of premises: Tell them what to buy and where to find it.

BY DAVID HANDELMAN PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW BRUSSO
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lilt's hard to
keep stylists
down-to-earth.
I tell them,
stop thinking
like a fashion
editor. Readers
don't get 30
percent oft"
KIM FRANCE

explains Truman), and chairman S.I. Newhouse Jr. instead
voted to launch Lucky as a separate book. (Mademoiselle
folded in September.)

To edit it, Truman hired self -described "anti -fashion
fashion editor" Kim France, who had grown up in
Houston, graduated from Oberlin College in Ohio, and
worked at 7 Days, Sassy and Elle (as arts editor). "I had a
distrust and dislike of fashion magazines," says France,
"but I love clothes." Growing up, "I wasn't cutting images
out of Vogue and putting them up on my walls. I was shop-
ping at the Galleria."

Lucky launched with a test issue in spring 2000. That
test proved so successful that after an official launch issue
in December 2000/January 2001, Lucky immediately went
monthly.

As editor, France has broken many fashion magazine
rules, banishing celebrities, elaborate fashion shoots, fea-
ture articles and even horoscopes in favor of page after
page of pristinely laid -out merchandise, with a page of
peel -off stickers with which to label favorites "Maybe?" or

"Yes!" (and which, when peeled off, reveal
the name of an advertiser).

One fan of the stickers is Anna Brockway,
director of marketing for Levi's, who says she
uses them herself-"My Visa bill will attest
to that!" She has also spent Levi's money on
ads in Lucky since its first issue. "If you think
about the time women have in their lives, and
how they dress themselves-when you just
want to know what to get, Lucky is
faster," Brockway says. "And it absolutely
moves product."

Brooke Goldstein, vp account director for
Media Com, says client ELuxury was at first
wary whether the magazine would be an
appropriate vehicle for its high -end goods.
"They thought it was going to be $40 and
$60 shoes. But there are also $300 and
$3,000 shoes in the magazine." When
ELuxury decided to go in, they worked with

the magazine to create a page that was "Luckyized" in
Golinkin's terminology-that is, it was indistinguishable
from editorial except for the words "advertisement"
across the top. Since the magazine had a page that month
touting denim, ELuxury featured all denim goods-and
they sold out. Now Lucky is the only magazine it buys ads
in every month.

France had to expand the format of Japanese titles
that had inspired Lucky, which merely show items with-
out explanation or context. "We realized that wasn't going
to work here," she says. "We needed to tell the reader,
`Wear this with a crop jacket.' "

But instead of draping perfect supermodels in clothes in
exotic locales, Lucky stresses practicality. "Store to
Street," conceived by fashion director Andrea Linett, helps
women picture how an object in a showroom will translate
into real life in multiple settings. "Basics" mixes and
matches tops and bottoms. Beauty director Jean Godfrey -
June keeps the prose remarkably baloney -free, maintain-
ing the tone of how you would talk to a friend. Each month
features a shopping guide to a different city, complete with

map; several cities now enjoy the occasional regional page.
It's little wonder that in this recession, advertisers

have flocked to Lucky as the safest bet to generate sales,
since it doesn't serve any other purpose. "We have insane-
ly responsive readers," brags France. Retailers have told
her, "Lucky readers are the ones who call the phone num-
bers and buy the stuff."

On a recent afternoon, France is in a corner of
the Lucky offices, conferring with senior fashion editor
Jennifer Smith about an upcoming shoot. The idea is to
repurpose the same clothes for weekdays and weekends.
France approves a white pants suit, but stops when she
sees a pair of Charles Jourdan cap -toed shoes. "Too
pricey," she tells Smith. After she makes her way back
to her sparsely decorated office, France explains that
it's hard to keep stylists down-to-earth: "I tell them,
stop thinking like a fashion editor. Readers don't get 30
percent off."

In her own personal style, France has grown more
sophisticated since her days as a rock -critic influenced by
both hip -hop and Courtney Love. Over the course of the
year, her editor's letter portrait morphed from long-haired
tomboy to close -cropped fashion maven. The magazine
itself has undergone a similar visual maturing, shedding
its initial girlishness when original design director Dimity
Jones was replaced for the September issue by Eleftherios
Kardamakis.

The covers are notable for their anonymous models.
France is grateful she doesn't have to wrangle with publi-
cists over access to celebrities, adding, "The minute we do
that, we're going to have to follow the same rules every-
body else does."

She says the recent addition of regional pages (local-
ized inserts for about 10 cities) helps make the magazine
more democratic. "People feel really disenfranchised by
and distrustful of fashion magazines, and one reason is,
the magazines make them feel like they're from inferior
places where there is no chic," says France.

One thing that hasn't proved lucky is dry humor;
France ended up killing the back -page "dr. shopper" col-
umn by Mim Udovitch. A tongue-in-cheek advice column
answering made-up questions about things like sample-

sale etiquette ("The sample sale is, to those with a predis-
position for shopping disorders, pretty much what frater-
nity pledge week is to those with incipient drinking prob-
lems."), it was dropped in favor of a more straightfor-
ward, servicey "Fashion Babble."

"But as far as Conde Nast is concerned, the sticker
attached to Lucky is not "Maybe?" but a resounding "Yes!"

Florio predicts it will go to a million circulation in the
next few years. "Magazine audiences are dynamic," he
says. "This year's Miami Vice is next year's joke. But
women enjoying shopping as a pleasurable activity is not
going away anytime soon."

Media Com's Goldstein agrees. She predicts the maga-
zine will survive even the leanest times: "If you're a
shopaholic, Lucky is perfect for you, and those people
don't go anywhere when there's a recession."

David Handelman is a freelancer in New York who
frequently writes about magazines for Mediaweek
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Stylin'
The design team at Esquire

takes the magazine back to its
classic, journalistic roots
BY HOLLY STUART HUGHES, DAVID WALKER AND

PLATON

On the cover of the February 2001 issue of Esquire maga-
zine appeared one of the most striking photos since Demi Moore's pregnant pose
for Vanity Fair: a sultry portrait of Italian film starlet Monica Bellucci wearing
nothing but a few ounces of caviar. It was striking enough that six months later
that same photos was on newsstands in Italy, fronting the Italian edition of GQ.

For Esquire design director John Korpics, it was the sincerest form of flat-
tery. That Esquire's competitor would deem the photo worthy of its own cover

shows just how far this magazine has come since he
HEY, GOOD LOOM': took over as design director in August 1999.
from left, fashion creative How far? Last year, Esquire earned the Magazine
director Stefano Tonchi, of the Year award from the Society of Publication
director of photography Designers as well as National Magazine Award nomi-
Nancy Iacoi and design nations for photography and design. With his creative
director John Korpics team, director of photography Nancy Iacoi and fashion

creative director Stefano Tonchi, he has made the mag-
azine a reflection of the editorial: cool, smart and above all, classy.

The magazine is meant to be read, which makes it very much the antithesis of
the "laddie magazines" with their emphasis on T&A, drinking and locker -room
humor. Consequently, it has a look and feel intended to appeal to mature men
between 35 and 40 who do, in fact, buy it for the articles.

"We don't dumb down information, and we are offering our readers some-
thing that goes beyond jokes and skin," says Korpics. "We have plenty of humor
and we still recognize that men like women, but we are also giving them some-
thing to read."

Esquire has a legendary reputation for both its articles and design. "Our
greatest enemy is our past," editor -in -chief David Granger has said to his cre-
ative staff. The magazine's revolutionary covers of the 1960s, designed by George
Lois, the former advertising art director and, later, Esquire art director, are still
taught in art schools. Rather than be intimidated, the Esquire design team is
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FLATTERING: The February 2001

cover image appeared several
months later on the Italian GO.

"Our main
philosophy

with photog-
raphy is to

try and show
people in a

realistic way
and get past

the veneer of
celebrity.

JOHN KORPICS

taught in art schools. Rather than be intimidated, the
Esquire design team is developing its own imitable style.

"David allows us to be creative and run something
that isn't your typical picture," says director of photogra-
phy Nancy Iacoi, who came to Esquire from Premiere in
December, 2000.

Esquire's stable of regular photo contributors includes
Martin Schoeller, Peggy Sirota, Bruce Davidson and Matt
Mahurin. Iacoi is gradually bringing in others, including
Chris Buck and Larry Sultan. Her goal is to fmd photogra-
phers with plenty of ideas of their own who can connect
with subjects and have some fun. "I ask photographers for

wish lists," she says. "We just try to
find jobs for people that they'd really
enjoy."

Her first cover assignment went
to Schoeller for a story about Texas
Rangers shortstop Alex Rodriguez.
Schoeller came back with a head-on
portrait of the baseball star blowing a
Bazooka bubble. It's a study in self-
assurance, with a hint of irreverence
and a little defiance, too.

"Our main philosophy with photog-
raphy is to try and show people in a
realistic way, so if we are shooting a
celebrity, we try and get past the
veneer of celebrity and don't just show
guys in wet T-shirts looking like action
heroes in movies," Korpics says.

A story in this month's issue on
Larry David, for instance, shows the
lugubrious comedian as the life and
soul of the party surrounded by beauti-
ful women. A portrait last September
by Norman Jean Roy homes in on Tom
Hanks' deep gaze and middle-aged fea-
tures, and nearly transforms the actor
into an anonymous working-class guy.
(Look at it and you'll fmd yourself say-
ing, "That's Tom Hanks?")

Esquire is a fashion magazine, too.
And much has changed in the well
since fashion creative director Stefano
Tonchi joined the staff four years ago
from J. Crew, the retailer and catalog.
Tonchi, who has also worked at
L'Uomo Vogue and Self says photog-
raphy had been a forgotten element at
Esquire. He wanted to change the
perception people may have had of the
magazine by making its photography
more memorable.

His riskiest step was to turn all
the fashion pages in the editorial well

into a single portfolio. "We decided to give to one photog-
rapher the challenge to express something and to tell
a story," says Tonchi, a native of Florence, Italy. It's a
format that appeals to photographers like the legendary
Deborah Turbeville, who shot a dark and atmospheric
story about Berlin last year, and is now working on anoth-

er feature set in St. Petersburg, Russia.
Tonchi says that a longer narrative approach brings

the fashion well into line with Esquire's literary bent.
"Men pick up this magazine because they want to read sto-
ries-they want journalism, they want to read great fic-
tion," he says. "When you have photography, you have to
tell stories-stories that are related to the readers' lives."

Tonchi uses only real people in fashion stories. "I
learned that at J. Crew," he says. "We take the clothes
and put them on the people they belong to in the environ-
ment they belong in." Lobster fishermen pose in pea
coats, members of a commune model hippie chic, a sprin-
kling of actors and some rock stars also appear-but
there are no professional models.

Finding men's fashion photographers who can work
within the long narrative form using nonmodels isn't
Esquire's only challenge. Competition also limits the
options. "Many photographers have contracts with other
magazines, and if they don't have contracts, they hope to
have contracts," says Tonchi. One photographer at the top
of his list, for instance, has turned Tonchi down for fear of
nixing any chance for a deal with Conde Nast.

Such challenges have pushed Esquire to act creative-
ly by tapping both '70s stars such as Bob Richardson and
Turbeville, and newcomers like Noe DeWitt, or giving
portrait photographers such as Platon and Julian Broad a
chance to shoot fashion.

Granger acknowledges that Esquire's design and
choice of photography are crucial to how the magazine is
perceived. In a letter to readers in last June's issue he
wrote of Esquire's eight National Magazine Award nomi-
nations, crediting the photographers whose work accompa-
nied each nominated article.

He also celebrated Esquire's nomination for excellence
in photography, praising the photo staff and the staff of
contributing photographers. And, he went on to say, "One
of Esquire's nominations was for design. No specific story
is singled out in this category. Rather, it's for overall excel-
lence and innovation in the presentation of the magazine.
Design director John Korpics and his staff ... have done a
remarkable job."

Since the nominations and the SPD award, Korpics
has continued to introduce new elements, including bars
across the top of each page that change color according to
section, and varying typefaces and font sizes to sustain
visual interest without sacrificing consistency. The new
design emphasizes a horizontal flow to each page in order
to make the magazine look wider, while lending versatili-
ty and functionality to the front of the book, which
includes the classic "Man at His Best" section.

Remaking a magazine is the dream job of every art
director. Remaking a magazine with a legendary reputa-
tion could be a nightmare. But Korpics and his creative
team have been able to reinvent Esquire while staying
true to its classic, classy roots.

The Creative Team was selected with the help of Adweek
Magazines' sister publication, Photo District News.
Holly Stuart Hughes is the editor of PDN, David Walker
is a senior editor, and Reuel Golden is the editor of
PDN's Pix
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Need help fast? Just ask.
Doing the work of ten people? Feeling like you'll never see the light of day? Forced to
make decisions with limited information? When you need help with an issue and you're

pressed for time, where do you turn? Who do you ask when you need to know?

Contact the experts at FIND/SVP's Quick Consulting & Research Service and
put an end to your 14 -hour day. It's the only live person -to -person quick help

service designed to lighten your workload and enlighten your decision
making. It's like having your own personal help line and business 911
rolled up into one. To find out why over 75,000 executives, worldwide,

rely on our expertise to keep their heads above water, call us today at
1-800-FINDSVP or visit us at www.fmdsvp.com.

revSndisvp
Wouldn't you like to know."'
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"I can
do that."
With services customized to our needs,
my team can stay on top of our high -paced
workflow. Now I can give each person
access to the specific information and tools
they need to succeed. SRDS Training Services

help us work more effectively, impacting client
work and delivering the most value from our
investment. It all adds up to smart business.

Media
Solutions

Trusted Data  Advanced Functionality
Customized Access  Training & Support
All integrated to advance your marketing efforts.

To learn more, call or visit us online.

1.800.851.7737 www.srds.com

a VNU company



AVAILABLE NOW!

THE NEW 2002
EDITOR&PUBLISHER

MARKET GUIDE
With the Exclusive

E&P Better Living Index!
0

For decades marketers have used the F&P MARKET GUIDE as a planning
tool and relied on the demographic and economic tables to provide actuals
and remarkably accurate annual projections.

Plus, the MARKET GUIDE is a highly recommended source of relocation
data with its market profiles and quality of life indices. It is this unique com-
bination of quantitative and qualitative data that provides such a uniquely
accurate description of community life.

Now, in our 78th anniversary printing, the MARKET GUIDE offers
newly updated data in both areas to enhance your research needs!

Relocation info includes rankings of quality of life data induding
Cost of Living Index

 Crime Index
 And overall BETTER LIVING INDEX!

Demographic data includes:
 Graduation Levels
 Housing and Rental Rates

Now Population Forecasts are
projected out 5 YEARS to 2007!

All the market data for Canada is in
one convenient section!

PLUS ...
... these regular features: Population by Age, Ethnic
Breakdowns, Number of Households, Income per

Household and per Capita,
Principal Industries, Chain Outlets, Retail
Outlets, Location of Markets, Newspapers
Serving the Market, Retail Sales Data, and much, much
more!

It's the only source of valuable, descriptive information for MSA and
non-MSA markets in the U.S. and Canada ... plus critical market data for
more than 1,600 cities and all 3,141 U.S. counties.

PRICING
The E&P MARKET GUIDE is just $150 plus $15 shipping/handling . (CA,

DC, FL, IL, MA, MD, NJ, NY, OH and TX residents please
add appropriate sales tax. Canada residents please add
GST.)

MARKET
GUIDE

 '...1,41.6
I./ gfta Caws WY

ORDER TODAY!
Please send payment to:

EDITOR & PUBLISHER DIRECTORIES
770 Broadway, New York, NY 10003

Or call (888) 612-7095

EDITORE/PUBLISHER
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1 ItICE
($359 per title, any format)

2 DATA

3 FORMATS
(Online, CD-ROM, Print)

Call 1-800-468-2395

o order or for information
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Up -Converting the Nonbelievers
Cable operators are sending mixed signals to new digital customers

"Nobody knows. It's a mystery." That's:
A) The key line from Shakespeare in Love.
B) What Greta Van Susteren's face-lift was sup-

posed to look like.
C) The answer to whether you will actually see

Frasier in digital format if you order "the digital pack-
age" from your local cable company.

If you said all three, you're right. Unfortunately,
that means you are in the same boat with thousands of
other cable subscribers (and not a few reporters) who
know all about "C." It seemed like such a simple ques-
tion: If I sign up for the digital package that Comcast
and Cox are offering in their service areas of the Wash-
ington, D.C., market, will I see any of my regular
prime -time network shows in digital format? In other
words, will I get a clearer picture and brighter sound?

Over four days of research, I went down the rabbit
hole and spent way too many hours in a cave with
"The Wizard," a digital -TV engineering genius whose
name may not be uttered. The final answer from the
experts-including Comcast, Cox and NBC-was a
definitive, "Maybe yes, maybe no."

The original question arose because some cus-
tomers in the D.C. market had complained to their
local cable franchise regulators that they had bought
the digital package, but their picture quality had not
improved. When they called either Cox or Comcast
about it, they were told that the only digital shows
were found among the upper -tier movie channels:
HBO, pay -per -view, music stations and (depending on
the day of the week and what the chicken innards fore-
told) The Tonight Show With Jay Leno. (For the record,
NBC is also transmitting Crossing Jordan in HDTV;
the enhanced screen clarity is important for the "nip-
ple" factor). Otherwise, customers were probably get-
ting an "up -converted" digital signal that wasn't high-
definition but was supposedly better than the picture
they'd had before.

Then I asked a friend to order up a digital tryout,
and I sat through the installation. I asked the cable
technician the same question five times: Will I see
Frasier in digital? The answers were "Yes," "Yes," "Yes,
eventually," "Well, it's not like true digital" and, final-
ly, "Well, you should get a picture that's a little clearer.
But look at all the new channels and choices you get
with this deal..." To folks whose lives are spent hunt-
ing for reruns of Everybody Loves Raymond and break-
ing news on the Golf Channel, a hundred new stations
are of no consequence.

The good news is that byte by byte, customers will

see digital pictures eventually. And because Congress
lives here, we Washingtonians will see them sooner.
Comcast may actually begin transmitting the sacred
HDTV in the D.C. area this spring (a Comcast repre-
sentative would not commit to a specific timetable),
and Cox is doing additional HDTV trials. Further-
more, industry sources say NBC's contract with Cox
and Comcast guarantees that both operators will start
passing through a nondegraded digital signal as soon
as the cable MSOs are built out to 750 megahertz.

I'm so glad you asked: Subtract 54 from 750, now
divide the remaining 696 MHz by 6 (because there's 6
MHz to a channel), and that gives you 116. So once
Cox or Comcast has built out to 116 channels, the
operators must send through the digital signal from
NBC. But when will either reach 116 channels? It's a
mystery, says the Wizard (though you can bet that
NBC is keeping track).

Even now, the cable operators can, if they desire,
pass through a digital signal. Depending on whether
they use 64 or 256 QAM modulation (a form of com-
pression), they could fit two broadcast signals in a
6MHz slot, including a true HDTV signal.

Great, but am I actually seeing Frasier in a digital
format? I asked the Wizard. Could be, since it's a net-
work feed, he mused. But the local news probably
won't come through as digital. Will Cox or Comcast
tell NBC if they're transmitting Frasier from the NBC
affiliate in Washington, WRC-TV, in digital-or at
least up -converting? Replied the Wizard: Who knows?

If I buy a digital TV, then will I get a digital picture
with a digital package from my cable guy? The Wizard
was stumped momentarily, then sighed, "It's possi-
ble...but how do you define 'digital TV?" He then
meandered through an explanation of set -top convert-
ers and set -top digital tuners and the unhappy products
of such dangerous liaisons. After I promised never to
leave the two alone together in the same room, he said,
"You know, it would help the whole mess if manufac-
turers stopped making sets that only receive in 8VSB."
"Well, why don't they?" I asked. The Wizard said curt-
ly, "I could tell you, but then I'd have to kill you."

So, the answers ranged from "We're looking into that
for you" to "No!" (from NBC) to "The picture should
be clearer. Doesn't it look clearer to you?" Panicked, I
body -blocked Gary Shapiro of the Consumer Electron-
ics Association as he attempted to slip out of a Media
Institute luncheon. What's the answer? I demanded.
Sidestepping me, Shapiro smiled slyly. I swear I heard
him whisper, "Nobody knows. It's a mystery."
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THE DOGS ARE AS
GOOD AS GOLD

"Forget Salt Lake City. The real Olympics, in the minds of more than 4 million Americans,

is the126-year-old Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show."- L.A. Times

USA Network's Westminster OUT DELIVERED ALL BASIC CABLE
NETWORKS* and DREW ITS LARGEST AUDIENCE IN THREE YEARS:*

USA"
NETWORK

usanetwork.com
"USA Network's airing of the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show out delivered all basic cable networks among Adults and Women 25-54 '"USA Networks airing of the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show drew Ts largest audience in three years

with an average 4.3 million viewers over the 2 -day telecast earning a coverage household rating of 3.4.Source Nielsen Galaxy Explorer Monday 21] 1/02 -Tuesday 2/12/02 8-11PM. Subject to qualifiers. Supplied upon request ©2002 USA Cable. All rights reserved



THE BLUNT PENCIL

Erwin Ephror

Media Planning as a Conspiracy
It's difficult to explain why we spend as we do

How do we select media? That is a $60 billion question
we can't answer simply without sounding foolish or eva-
sive. The media planning process isn't easy to explain.

If a given brand has a significant budget, we grand-
father in television, because we've always used it and it
seems to work. Then we talk about "doing a good job"
in that primary medium before moving on to the next,
so there's usually no money left by then.

We can't in good conscience say that TV is the first
medium we should use or that it's the most cost-effec-
tive way to spend the money, because we don't know
that it is. So we talk instead about reach and about sight,
sound and motion, about the dynamite creative and
about dealer expectations.

In short, we change the subject.
It's interesting that our business considers questions

like "How do we select media?" naive, if not rude,
because smart people who know better don't ask that
kind of question.

We seem to plan media as a conspiracy.
Media -mix optimizers may shake things up because

they don't have our subtlety or our preconceptions

65% REACH
WOMEN 25-54 MEN 18-34

GRPs %DOLLARS GRPs %DOLLARS

TELEVISION 48 38% TELEVISION 24 44%

ALL OTHER 108 62% ALL OTHER 123 56%

T 156 100% TOTAL 147 100%

Sources: Multimedia Mentor; Ephron, Papa7ian & Ephron

about media. And they don't have to make it look like
last year's plan. Optimizers just go with the numbers
they're given.

One of the new mix -optimizer databases is Mentor
from Knowledge Networks/SRI. It includes five media:
TV, radio, magazines, newspapers and the Internet.

The table above shows what a Mentor optimization
looks like using real marketplace CPMs. The most cost-
effective mix for a 65 percent reach plan against women
25-54 (the old Procter & Gamble target and four -week
reach goal) puts 62 percent of the dollars in print, radio
and the Internet and 38 percent in television.

The same 65 percent -reach goal for men 18-34
splits 56 percent of the dollars among radio, the Inter-
net and print and puts 44 percent in television.

The sobering thing about these Mentor -generated
plans is they are both logical and unfamiliar. They use
more different media.

This happens because the next GRP in any medi-
um will usually contribute less reach than the last GRP,
which produces the "diminishing returns" shape of the
reach curve. That's why optimizers build reach by ad-
ding new media.

Agreed, optimizer plans are driven by low CPMs,
and low CPMs are not the ultimate goal. However,
there is evidence that the real brand goals-awareness,
persuasion and response, achieved by a single medi-
um-are also subject to diminishing returns. This sup-
ports the idea that using a mix of media will make
advertising work better.

So, if they both use the same CPMs, why the big dif-
ference between these optimized plans and the familiar
ones with more dollars in television? The answer is, we
knowingly-or unwittingly-deep-discount the CPMs
of other media. We behave as if their exposures have far
less communication value than TV exposures. That's
probably true, but we really do not know what those
values are.

We've been asked that question before. In the 1970s
during the first Golden Age of media -mix optimizers
(systems called LP, Compass, Mediac and HAMM),
agencies were pushed to come up with media exposure
values. At least half a dozen worked nervously on the
problem, but their efforts were really an exercise in
reverse engineering. We all hunted for numbers that
would produce the familiar plans. Those numbers from
the 1970s haunt our collective memory. Television at
100, other media from 65 to 10.

At about the time of the first wave of optimizers, the
Advertising Research Foundation focused on the
media -selection problem when it published "Toward
Better Media Comparisons," better known as the ARF
Media Model. It outlined a structure for measuring
media's contribution to advertising effects that went
well beyond CPM calculations.

Today, 30 years later, the changes in relative media
costs make the old numbers laughable. It would now
take weights more like TV valued at 100, other media
from 35 to 5, to let an optimizer create last year's plan.

The ARF will shortly release a new version of the
model. It could not come at a better time. Perhaps it's
time to reverse -engineer again and unearth the hidden
assumptions we plan on.

It might turn conspiracy into contrition.
Erwin Ephron is a partner of Ephron, Papazian &

Ephron, which has numerous clients in the media industry.
He can be reached at ephronny@aol.com or at www.-ephron-
media.com.
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Where are the women who paint
the town Saturday nights?

At home watching it dry.

**Nielsen Media Research Programming among ad -supported cable.

12/31/01-2/3/02, Saturday 8p -11p W25-54 AA%, W18-34 AA%,

W18-49 AA%. Based on ratings within cable network coverage ar

Programming with more than one telecast. Subject to qualifications.

Rated #1
In Saturday Prime Time** for Women 25-54.

Rated #1
In Saturday Prime Time** for Women 18-34.

LIFE UNSCRIPTED"





WI NERS.

Thank you to our advertisers
and to our affiliates.

Together, we're golden,.

America's love affair with the Olympics continues.

NBC's coverage of the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City exceeded all expectations:

Averaged an outstanding 19.2 nightly HH rating and 31 share.
Surpassed Nagano's ratings by 18%.

Over 187 million unique viewers tuned into NBC's coverage.

The timeless story carries on in Athens in 2004. Join us.

THE COMPLETE OLYMPICS

CNBC

NBC

gRP
SubNBC

Source. Nielsen NTI NBCOLYMPICS.COM



Media Elite_
EDITED BY ANNE TORPEY-KEMPH

Quicktakes
RADIO FOLKS DO HAVE MORE FUN. At a
tony dinner recently on the top floor of the
Newseum in Rosslyn, Va., with a view of the
Capitol, ABC Radio Networks moguls Chris
Berry, vp of ABC Radio News, and president
Traug Keller toasted their growing success in
the talk -radio field. They particularly pointed
to two of the network's new hosts, Sam Don-
aldson and Sean Hannity, who sparred
before the crowd, with Donaldson insisting he
is the conservative. This came as news to Han-
nity, whose other venue is Fox News Channel.
Among the guests was Barbara Cochran, pres-
ident of the Radio and TV News Directors
Association. She'd spent the day trying to
undo a gag order placed on the major figures

in the dreadful Geor-
gia crematorium case.
Why would anyone
there need a gag
order?, she mused.
For national security?
Nope, said another
guest. "It's Georgia;
they don't need a rea-
son to gag the
media."...If the 150 -
plus attendees at the
recent early -morning
"All About Mom"
event at FAO Schwarz
weren't quite awake
yet when they arrived,
they certainly perked
up when they heard

the featured speaker. Vicki !ovine, Child
columnist and author of best-selling The Girl-
friend's Guide to Getting Your Groove Back, did-
n't disappoint as she spoke very amusingly and
candidly about the five things women should
remember about sex just
after they've had a baby
(you'll have to read the
book if you want to know
what they are)...Talk
about Self -promotion.
Those clever marketing
folks at the Conde Nast
women's title managed to
get contributing editor
Kathy Kaehler an acting
gig on two episodes of
popular CBS soap As the Self's Kaehler (r.) in her dramatic debut

Top this: Hannity and Donaldson dueled in D.C.

World Turns. Fitness expert Kaehler, who also
does regular spots on NBC's Today show, will
play herself on the March 22 and March 25
episodes of ATWT, interacting with a charac-
ter who has made an exercise video for fire-
men. During one scene, Kaehler gets a chance
to plug Self-oh, and she also reveals a mur-
derous subplot, but that's beside the point.
The mag will be getting free brand exposure
to a large, mostly female audience...Steve
Harvey's eponymously named TV show may
be wrapping up its last season on the WB net-
work, but he's just getting started in radio,
where recent ratings for his 18 -month -old
show have made him No. 2 in mornings on
KKBT-FM in Los Angeles. Last week, Radio
One, the largest radio group specializing in
programming aimed at African Americans,
signed the comedian to another four years on
KKBT...What healthy American male would
refuse Jacqueline Bisset? Not Sundance
Channel president Larry Aidem. When
Aidem was introducing her new film, The
Sleepy Time Gal, at the cable channel's recent

screening at the
Tribeca Grand Hotel,
he went right along
with the actress when
she urged him from
offstage to tell not
only where the movie
would be showing in
New York but also
dates and show times.
Aidem didn't seem to
mind being used as a
live Mr. Moviefone. 

Movers
AGENCIES
Madeline Masarof has been promoted to
the new position of assistant media direc-
tor at New York agency Oasis, involved in
media planning for clients including Toyota
Motor North America and Sharp Electron-
ics. She comes to Oasis from FCB, New
York, where she was media supervisor for
brands including Kraft, Dole and Chase.

CABLE TV
Melissa Cobb, former senior vp of produc-
tion for 20th Century Fox Animation, was
named vp of motion pictures for television
at VH1. Also, Kim Rozenfeld was named vp
of West Coast programming and develop-
ment and Robert Weiss was named vp of
East Coast programming and development
at the network. Rozenfeld was also at
20th, serving as president of the Half Full
Entertainment production company under
the Fox umbrella. Prior to joining VH1,
Weiss was at FX, overseeing original com-
edy, drama and alternative programming.
He was also president/CEO of his own
independent production company, Golden
Gut Entertainment...Andy Karofsky was
named vp of marketing for Crown Media
United States, which operates the Hall-
mark Channel. Previously, he was vp of
marketing for the international division.
Also at Crown Media, Shira Kalish has
been named vp of advertising sales &
alliance marketing. She had been vp of
marketing for e -commerce company Max-
Manager.com...Brad Westermann was
promoted to senior vp of national advertis-
ing sales at A&E Networks from vp/nation-
al sales manager.

MAGAZINES
Colleen Wyse, most recently publisher of
Fairchild Publications' Women's Wear
Daily, has been named associate publish-
er of sister title Jane...Jacob Young, previ-
ously development editor at Reader's
Digest, has been promoted to executive
editor of the title. Prior to joining Reader's
Digest in September 2000, Young was
development editor at Time Inc. and
assistant managing editor at People...
Jack Huber has joined National Geogra-
phic magazine as associate publisher,
after serving as vp of Rodale's Custom
Publishing division. Prior to that, Huber was
associate publisher for Rodale's Prevention
from 1998 to 2001.
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The Right Recipe For

A GUILT -FREE GOOD TIME

GREATr^

Ad agency and cable
network all-star bands

will rock the night
away in a benefit
performance for

Citymeals-on-Wheels,
which funds the
preparation and

delivery of meals to
more than 15,000
homebound elderly

New Yorkers.

NETWORKING

Mix and mingle
with colleagues from

all over the advertising
and media businesses.

It's your chance to
have a good time

making new friends
and contacts

while supporting
Citymeals-on-Wheels.

( I fl NIL M_SONO,N HEELS

WORTHYCAUSE

When you attend the
9th Annual Media
Battle of the Bands

on March 14th,
you'll be striking a
chord against the

hunger and isolation
that face tens of

thousands of elderly
shut-ins. Last year's event

underwrote more than
45,000 meals.

0001110°.SPONSORS (a/o 218/02):

A&E Television Networks, ABC Family,

Active Media, American Movie Classics,

BET, Bravo, Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau,

Comedy Central, Court TV Network,

Discovery Communications, Disney Kids Network,

E! Networks, ESPN, Food Network, Fox Cable Sports,

Fox News Network, FX Networks, Game Show Network,

Lifetime Television, MediaCom, Media Vest Worldwide,

Mindshare, MTV Networks, MuchMusic USA,

The Myers Group, Nielsen Media Research,

Oxygen Media, Rainbow Networks,

Tribune New York Foundation, Turner Broadcasting,

TV Guide Channel. WGN Superstation

11)11.1

THE NINTH ANNUAL

r
J

e Of The Bands
Benefiting Citymeals-on-Wheels

Thursday, March 14, 2002
6PM - 10:30PM

BB King Blues Club & Grill
237 West 42nd Street, New York City

Tickets $40.
($30 of each $40 admission is tax deductible]

Call (212) 687-1290 for information.
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NEWS OF THE MARKET

A&E Viewers to Get The View
ABC morning talk show The View, hosted by
Barbara Walters, Meredith Vieira, Joy Behar,
Star Jones and Lisa Ling, will be repurposed
on A&E Network beginning April 1. The
cable network, which is 37.5 percent owned
by ABC, will run the show 24 hours after the
live airing on ABC. The View will run at 1
p.m. and repeat at 7 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Terms of the deal were not disclosed.

CMT's Crossroads Wins With Hank and Kid
CMT scored a ratings hit with the Feb. 17
episode of the music series Crossroads. The
odd couple of Hank Williams Jr. and Kid
Rock jamming together on the one -hour
show drew the highest number of viewers
18-24 among cable networks during the 8-9
p.m. (ET) time period. CMT was No. 1 with
males 12-34, 18-24 and 18-24 and also scored
well with young females. The Crossroads pre-
miere and its re -telecast later that night at-
tracted an estimated total 2.1 million viewers.

NBC Signs for SNAP
NBC's 13 owned -and -operated TV stations
have signed for SQAD Inc.'s SNAP software
for programming and sales research. SNAP
software, purchased by SQAD last January,
will help the stations analyze ad rates in the
local market. SQAD, formerly known as Spot
Quotations and Data, received Media Rating
Council accreditation last January. The
Tarrytown, N.Y.-based research company
also recently changed its methodology to base
its transaction data on actual negotiated buys.
SQAD is owned by Mediaweek parent VNU.

NetRatings' Pulver Adds CEO Duties
\\ Aram Pulver, president and COO of
NetRatings since October 2001, is adding
CEO stripes, taking over from Dave Toth,
who left to pursue other interests. Pulver also
becomes a member of the board of directors
of the Internet research firm owned by
VNU, Mediaweek's parent company. A
22 -year veteran of ACNielsen, Pulver was
formerly president of eRatings.com, a joint
venture with NetRatings.

Smith Succeeds Portals at Radiate
Carol Smith has been named senior vp/Elle
group publisher, charged with overseeing Elle
teen -targeted startup Ellegirl and Elle Decor at
Hachette Filipacchi Media. She succeeds Carl
Portale, who announced his early retirement
late last month. Smith, most recently acting

general manager of Elle.com, was founding
publisher of Time Inc.'s Parenting and
became Parenting Group president/CEO.
Previously, while at Time Inc., Smith was the
founding publisher of Vibe and a member of
the Martha Stewart Living launch team. In
related news, Elle and Elk Decor will in April
jointly publish Ultimate Weddings, a supple-
ment that will be polybagged with April sub-
scriber issues. Ultimate Weddings will also be
available on select New York and Chicago
newsstands March 12, reaching a combined
audience of more than 1 million. It will carry
60 ad pages.

Marla Takes Over Movies at CBS
Bela Bajaria has been named senior vp of
movies and miniseries for CBS Entertain-
ment. Bajaria replaces Sunta Izzicupo, who
left the network last month. Bajaria has
spent the past few years in CBS' longform
division, most recently overseeing develop-
ment and production of projects including
Joan of Arc and Jesus. Other credits include
Haven, Deep in My Heart and Surviving
Gilligan's Island: The Incredibly True Story of
the Longest Three -Hour Tour in History.

CN Establishes Bridal Division
Upon Conde Nast's completed acquisition
last week of Modern Bride and Modern Bride
Connections, the magazine -publishing pow-
erhouse has created the Bridal Division,
which comprises Bride's and Modern Bride,
published on alternate months, and Modern
Bride Connections, a regional magazines
unit. Several appointments to the division
were made last week. Nina Lawrence, previ-
ously publisher of Bride's, has been named vp
and publisher of Bridal Division's national
magazines. Robyn Borok was made executive
director of national sales and Elizabeth Nann
was named associate publisher. Steve
Portnoy will remain vp and publisher of
Modern Bride Connections.

Sports Channel MSG Goes 24/7
MSG Network, the regional sports network
serving 8 million cables homes in the New
York area, plans to extend its programming to
24 hours a day, up from seven hours a night,
starting April 1. As part of that change, the
Cablevision Systems -controlled channel will
extend its signature SportsDesk show from a
half hour to an hour. An edited 30 -minute
edition of SportsDesk will run at 11:30 p.m.,
followed by an updated version at 2 a.m. The

Calendar
Cable & Telecommunications Association
for Marketing will present the CTAM
Digital Conference, entitled "Behind the
Screen: Insider Essentials for Selling
SVOD, VOD, PPV and ITV," March 6-8 at

the Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles.
Contact: 703-549-4200 or check the
Conferences area at www.ctam.com.

The John Bayliss Broadcast Foundation
will host the 16th Annual Bayliss Radio
Roast March 14 at the Pierre Hotel in
New York. This year's "dis-honoree" will be
Katz Media Group CEO Stu Olds, with a
lineup of roasters including Don
Bouloukos, Infinity Broadcasting; Carl
Butrum, Katz Media Group; and David
Crowl, Clear Channel Communications.
Proceeds will benefit the Bayliss Radio
Scholarship fund. Contact: Kit Hunter
Franke at 831-655-5229.

The Jupiter Media Forum, this year titled
"The Death of Free Content? Strategies
for Exploiting Media Assets Online,"
produced in association with Mediaweek,
will be held March 18-19 at the New York
Hilton. Topics to be covered include
revenue opportunities and using the
Net to support offline properties. Contact:
800-488-4345, ext. 6424.

The Television Bureau of Advertising will
hold its annual marketing conference
March 26 at the Jacob Javits Convention
Center in New York, running in tandem
with the New York Auto Show. Keynote
speaker will be Tom Brokaw, anchor of
NBC Nightly News. Contact: Janice Garjian
at 212-486-1111.

The National Association of Broadcasters'
conference and expo, NAB 2002: The
Convergence Marketplace, will be held
April 6-11 at the Las Vegas Convention
Center, the Sands Expo Center and other
Las Vegas venues. Contact Kristie Morris
at 800-342-2460 or 202-429-4194.

The Association of National Advertisers
will present the ANA TV Advertising
Forum April 24 at the Plaza Hotel in New
York. The event will include a panel ses-
sion on trends in integrating products into
TV programming, with discussion of how
different vehicles are being used, funded
and measured. Contact: 212-697-5950.
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To THESE AND MANY OTHER COMPANIES THAT HAVE SENT
STUDENTS TO THE MEDIA SCHOOL IN 2001. THANK YOU!

24 Hour Fitness Del Webb Corporation Labatt USA Ramada Franchise Systems
A & E Television Networks Desert -Diamond Casino Land Rover North America Reader's Digest
Ad World Discovery Communications, Inc. Lea & Perrin, Inc. Ron Jon Surf Shop
Adlink Discovery Networks Lee Apparel Ross Products
Administaff DoubleClick Levi Strauss & Co. SAM Magazine
Adstrategies DTRA Advertising Liberty Mutual Seagrams Americas
Allied Domecy Dunkin Dounuts Lowes Companies Seven Feathers Hotel & Casino
All Media Inc. DynaMedia of America, Inc. Luckie & Co. Showtime Network Inc.
America's Best Contacts & Eyeglasses eBay, Inc. M&M Mars Southeast Toyota Distributor
Amerifit Nutrition, Inc. Ed Kemp Associates Marriott Lodging Sprint PCS
Ameritrade Eric Mower and Associates Mathews Media Group Staples
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. Ernst & Young MBA Media Group Star Tribune
Arbitron, Inc. ESPN/ABC Sports McCann-Erickson TargetCom
ARCO ffloconMobil Corp. McDonald's Corp. Tasty Baking Co.
Ashley Furniture Industries Fansonly.com Meineke Discount Mufflers TaylorMade
Aspen Dental Management Fidelity Investments Mercedes-Benz USA Telefora
Bally's. Paris Las Vegas First Republic Bank Merle Norman Cosmetics The Baltimore Zoo
Bates USA FOX Sports Net Miller Brewing Company The Chisholm -Mingo Group
Black Entertainment Television G&J USA Publishing Money Magazine The Food Network
Big Apple Circus GE Global Exchange Service MTV Networks The New York limes
Black Ink Gentiva Health Services Nader, Inc. The Trane Co.
Bolby/Effler & Partners Goldman Sachs NBC Radio Networks Towsend Raimundo Systems
Borders Group, Inc. Grey Advertising Neilsen Media Research Turner Classic Movies
Bozell GRP Media Nestle USA Turner Network Television
Bravo Networks Guinness UDV News Corp One UBS Warburg
C2 Advertising H & R Block Nextel Communications Universal Communications
Carter Israel Advertising & PR Hanes Printables Nickelodeon Network University of Alabama at Birmingham
Catholic Relief Services Harpell Odyssey Network US Army Recruiting Command
Celebrities Cruises Haworth Marketing & Media Outdoor Life Network Veterinary Centers of America
Certified Angus Beef, LLC Hearst Magazine Oxygen Media Verizon Wireless
Circus Circus Hotel & Casino Hershey Food Corp. Papa Murphy's International VH1
CNN Horizon Media, Inc. Parade Publications Visa USA
Coach USA Interactive Marketing Systems Pasadena Water and Power Warner Brothers Domestic TV
Coca-Cola Co. J. Curtis & Company Petco Warner Home Video
Columbia Tristar Intl TV J. Walter Thompson Pfizer, Inc. WBOC-IV

Hewitt Primedia Weider Publications
Coors Brewing Co. Karlen Advertising Professional Sports Publications Wildlife Conservation Society
Court TV Kelly -Moore Paint Co. Prudential Advertising World Wrestling Federation
Creative Alliance Kimberly-Clark Publicis ZAG Advertising
DDB KQED Inc. Q Broadcasting Group

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

AGENCY - Media Planners, Buyers, Media Directors, Account
Executives, Account Managers...

CORPORATE - Advertising Directors, Media Managers, Marketing
Directors, Brand Managers...

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES - Broadcast, Cable, Print, Out -of -
Home, Point -of -Purchase, New Media...

ANYONE WHO NEEDS MORE KNOWLEDGE IN - terms, planning, buying,
negotiation. media evaluation...

OUR TEACHERS

Our teachers paid their dues at agencies like J. Walter Thompson and

DDB Needham. They translate media jargon into English and share

their professionalism with you.

NEW! WEB ADVERTISING HOW TO USE IT?

This new section will help you understand what you need to

know in order to incorporate web advertising into the media mix.

COST FOR 2 -DAYS - $795 30 -DAY ADVANCE REGISTRATION.

For more information: Call 610-649-0704; Fax 610-642-3615

Mail: Box 110, Ardmore, PA19003; email: mediasch@aol.com

www.themediaschooLnet
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Ll NEW YORK, FEB. 7-8

J SAN FRANCISCO, FEB. 21-22

CHICAGO, FEB. 27-28
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J PHOENIX, APRIL 18-19

-I ATLANTA, APRIL 25-26

NEW SCHEDULE

1,3 HOUSTON, MAY 1-2

 BALTIMORE, MAY 9-10

 LOS ANGELES, MAY 16-17

 NEW YORK, JUNE 5-6

U ORLANDO. JUNE 13-14

U PITTSBURGH, JUNE 20-21

U SEATTLE, JUNE 27-28

 SAN FRANCISCO, JULY 18-19

J DETROIT, JULY 24-25

-1 NEW YORK, AUGUST 7-8

J MINNEAPOLIS, AUGUST 15-16

-1 WASH., D.C. AUGUST 22-23
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In side Media
network will also launch a sports -news pro-
gram, Angles, in the 11 p.m. slot. MSG will
also air 50 New York Mets major league base-
ball games and 10 Brooklyn Cyclones minor
league baseball games this season. The net is
filling in the loss of its programming staple,
carriage of baseball's New York Yankees,
which will be seen on the Yankees Entertain-
ment and Sports network in the market.

CBS Signs Marino, Esiason for NFL Today
Former NFL quarterbacks Dan Marino and
Boomer Esiason will join the CBS Sports'
Sunday NFL pregame show The NFL Today
as studio analysts beginning next season. Esi-
ason will continue as a game announcer for
the Westwood One/CBS Radio Sports Mon-
day Night Football games, which he has done
for the past two years. Esiason was also an
analyst last season on Fox Sports Network's
NFL This Morning. Marino has been a
co -host for HBO's Inside the NFL for the
past two years, a role he will retain. Marino
and Esiason replace Mike Ditka and Jerry

Glanville. Ditka will be given another role,
but Glanville's contract was not renewed.

Jones to Launch Overnight News/Talker
Jones Radio Networks plans a \ larch I I

launch for AmericaLive on about 40 stations.
The overnight show, to be hosted by Talk vet-
erans Tom Clendening and Jerry Hudson, will
blend up -to -the minute news with issue -
oriented talk. Lan Archer will provide news
and sports updates, and Jason Valentine will
provide contemporary critiques of movies, TV
and pop culture. AmericaLive is the syndica-
tor's third overnight show, joining Dave Till
Dawn and John Hendricks Overnight.

Promos Helped NBC Draw Youth to Games
NBC's targeted pre -Games promotional
spots helped the network lure teens and
young adults to its just -wrapped Wmter
Olympic Games in Salt Lake City. The rat-
ings for persons 12-17 and adults 18-34 were
16 percent and 27 percent higher, respective-
ly, than those for the 1998 Winter Games on

CBS from Nagano. However, they were
lower than those from the Winter Games in
1992 from Albertville, France, and the 1994
Games from Lillehammer, Norway. In the
key 18-49 demo, NBC averaged a 25
percent-larger audience for its Salt Lake City
coverage than for its coverage from Nagano,
but that demo was down 6 percent from
Albertville and 33 percent from Lillehammer.

FHM to Sponsor Sports, Comedy Events
HIM is seeking brand exposure through
comedy and sports sponsorships. The Emap-
owned young men's title has signed on as an
official partner of the 20th annual U.S. Open
Snowboarding Championships, to be held
March 14-17. The magazine will join adver-
tisers Universal Music Group and New
Line/Ducati in hosting activities for the
25,000 spectators expected at Stratton
Mountain in Vermont. FHM will also spon-
sor the ComedyLab College Sessions Tour,
which kicks off March 24 at the University of
Michigan, the first of 10 tour stops.

50 Billion Worldwide TV viewers

18 Million U.S. Participants ONE SPORT. ONE COMPRNY.

35.3 Million U.S. Hispanics

Introducing SOCCER UNITED MRRKETING, the source fo- reaching one of the largest
and most passionate affinity groups in the United States.

FIFR World Cup Television (2002 Men's, 2003 Women's, 2006 Men's) ill' Major League Soccer Corporate Partnerships
1,02. Grass Roots Programs°;.. Multi-Cultural/Hispanic Initiatives

For information on how we can help deliver this audience to you please call Tom Haidinger
at 212-450-1230 or e-mail THaidinger@mIsnet.com

0 2CO2 FIFA WORLD CUP

JAPAN
FIFA WOMEN'S
WORLD CUPi vix b'tk,73MIS *SPORTS ESPol ESF-11 2 SUM

SOCCER UNITED MRRNETING_,
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Culture Trends

MTV Top 20
U.S. Countdown
Week of 2/25/02

1. The Offspring "Defy You"

2. Ludacris "Rollout"

3. Creed "My Sacrifice"

4. Ja Rule "Always on Time"

5. R. Kelly "The World's Greatest"

6. Foo Fighters "The One"

7. Mystikal "Bouncin' Back"

8. The Calling "Whatever"

9. Jimmy Eat World "The Middle"

10. Puddle of Mudd "Stinky"

11. Sum 41 "Motivation"

12. Alien Ant Farm "Movies"

13. Default "Wasting My Time"

14. Garbage "Breaking Up the Girl"

15. Britney Spears "Girl Woman"

16. No Doubt "7 Days"

17. The Calling "A Woman's Worth"

18. Brandy "What About Us?"

19. Dave Matthews "Everyday"

20. Fabolous "Young'n"

©2001 MTV

Compiled

Billboard
This
Week

1

Last
Week

from a national

Weeks
on Chart

1 17

sample

Modern

Title

Blurry

of airplay provided by

Rock
Broadcast Data Systems.

Artist

Puddle

Tracks

of Mudd

2 3 11 Youth of a Nation P.O.D.

3 2 27 In the End Linkin Park

4 4 22 Wasting My Time Default

5 6 18 Crawling in the Dark Hoobastank

6 5 16 Last Nite The Strokes

7 7 16 The Middle Jimmy Eat World

8 13 9 For You Staind

9 12 11 Too Bad Nickelback

10 11 10 Nice to Know You Incubus

©2001 Billboard /Soundscan, Inc.

INCREASE
THE MEDIA PLAN

BY 3 MILLION
3 million people, that is. Radio NJ reaches nearly
3 million radio listeners in New Jersey every week.
The 66 radio stations of Radio NJ reach these
loyal listeners with timely information they really
want.
Call to find out how affordable and effective
Radio NJ can be.

Affordable Radio You Can't

Afford To Overlook!

NJ Broadcasters Association  1-888-NJRADIO  www.njba.com
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Culture Trends

MTV's
BUZZWORTHY
Buzzworthy songs are usually
by new, up-and-coming artists
who MTV believes have special
potential. Of the videos desig-
nated as Buzzworthy, the vast
majority have been certified
gold or platinum.

Week of 2/25/02

Artist/Group: Jimmy Eat World
Song/Video: "The Middle"
Album: Bleed American

The fourth release from Mesa,
Arizona band Jimmy Eat World.
This is already the most successful
record -to -date for these emo-rock-
ers (when did emo arrive and how
did I miss it?). So I guess they're
a kinder, gentler Fugazi...

Artist/Group: Glenn Lewis
Song/Video: "Don't You Forget It"
Album: World Outside My Window

You know you're in good shape
when Alicia Keys hand picks you
to open for her first tour. And
that's exactly what has happened
to Toronto native Glenn Lewis,
who's debut album isn't due 'til
March. Likened to Stevie Wonder,
so he's got his work cut out for
him...

©2001 MTV

The Hollywood Reporter's Box Office
For weekend ending February 24, 2002

This
Week

Last
Week Picture

1 New Queen of the Damned

2 1 John Q

3 New Dragonfly

4 3 Return to Never Land

5 2 Crossroads

6 4 Big Fat Liar

7 6 A Beautiful Mind

8 7 Hart's War

9 9 Super Troopers

10 5 Collateral Damage

11 8 Black Hawk Down

12 12 The Lord of the Rings

13 10 Snow Dogs

14 11 The Count of Monte Cristo

15 14 Sam I Am

16 17 In the Bedroom

17 16 Monster's Ball

18 19 Gosford Park

19 15 A Walk to Remember

20 13 Rollerball

21 18 The Mothman Prophecies

22 20 Beauty and the Beast (re -issue)

23 22 Amelie

24 21 The Royal Tenenbaums

25 33 Italian for Beginners

26 23 Brotherhood of the Wolf

27 28 Iris

28 N Lantana

29 24 Jimmy Neutron

30 26 Harry Potter

3 -Day
Weekend Gross

Days in Total
Release Gross Sales

14,757,535 3 14,757,535

12,473,834 10 39,804,23:

10,216,025 3 10,216,025

8,990,061 10 27,266,300

7,010,111 10 26,175,774

6,324,015 17 33,233,880

5,306,985 66 132,688,491

4,461,246 10 15,000,723

3,907,269 10 12,476,791

3,855,353 17 34,601,095

3,603,377 59 101,310,344

3,457,862 68 283,191,086

3,337,801 38 72,626,533

3,210,840 31 44,640,851

2,268,809 59 33,135,033

2,205,243 94 26,150,628

2,097,738 60 10,761,306

2,014,025 60 28,423,398

1,568,462 31 38,173,310

1,184,806 17 17,553,061

1,031,217 31 34,016,702

788,574 109 18,389,712

747,646 115 26,994,595

558,873 73 49,533,662

341,759 38 1,139,376

315,240 45 10,246,363

292,497 73 965,577

269,871 73 2,859,450

261,270 66 79,771,578

254,748 101 314,675,739

©2001 The Hollywood Reporter
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Invented in 1780.
Properly marketed 215 years later.

Advertising. The way great brands get to be great brands:
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EAST SERVICES & RESOURCES

RADIO PRODUCTION

89 Clios, blah, blah, blah...
work with the best in the business

bertberdisandco.com call for the reel 323.462.7261

RADIO PRODUCTION

"Found at last!
A High Colonic
Administrator"

A Story in Every Spot
HEAR THE FULL STORY AT...

www.radio-ranch.com/pg3.html
Phone (323)462-4966

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

RADIO PRODUCTION

WADIO:
IT'S LIKE

3-D
RADIO.

www.wadio.com

WorldWideWadio
H O L L V WOOD

LA: 323 957 3399  NY: 212 768 9717

RADIO PRODUCTION

Killer Radio!
www.kenrayzor.com  (888) KRSound

radlofreeanxlety.com

we write
we polish

we produce

Killer Radio
www.kenrayzor corn  (888) KRSound

TRANSLATIONS/LANGUAGE
SERVICES

www.The-Translation-Station.com

TV PRODUCTION

Never pay
retaiLto shoot
retaiL.

JoLee TV
joleetv.com 212.333.0546

ADVERTISE CALL I-800-7-ADWEEK

EMPLOYMENT

11111-1111111 1111111111111511111111111W UHF All

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
Stamford, CT

Outdoor Life Network, the fast growing leader in outdoor and adventure television,
seeks an experienced, hands-on, highly motivated professional with a strong back-
ground in TV network research. You will provide comprehensive support to all network
functions (Ad Sales, Programming, Affiliate Sales and Marketing), be responsible for
analysis of Nielsen, CMR and MRI information, and maintain corresponding rating
tracks and databases. Requirements include a college degree, strong organization/
presentation skills for ongoing updates to senior management, 7-10 years research
experience in the network and/or cable television industry, and top analytical skills.
The ability to manage a departmental staff, prepare budgets, interact with all levels
of the organization, and work under tight deadlines in a multi -task environment are
essential. We offer excellent growth potential. Please send cover letter and resume to:

Outdoor Life Network,
Two Stamford Plaza, 281 Tresser Blvd.
9th Floor, Stamford, CT 06901,
Attn: Brad Friedrich, or
E-mail: bfriedrich@olntv.com
No Phone Calls Please EOE lvt/F/D,V

1111L11111111111111111111111fflillIVIIIIIIVIIIIIII21

Outdoor Life Network

National '11 -/Radio Broadcast Buffers

Needed In (:1'
Great opportunity for experienced national broadcast buyer to work in expanding
media department of a corporate barter company. Qualified individual must have
experience in national broadcast. This person should have strong math, negotiating
and communication skills, be detail -oriented and computer proficient.

Our group is staffed with former Grey, MediaVest, True North and A&E
employees. Office is conveniently located off 1-95 and a short walk from the train
station.

Responsibilities Include:

Maintain client accounts for National TV, cable and radio.
 Work with network salespeople to manage day to day business.
 Work with supervisors to negotiate and present media buys to clients.

Supervise assistant.

Icon International offers excellent benefits and strong base salary with bonus.

E-mail resume to: MSaitzman@icon-intLcom

If you want to learn more about Icon go to our website www.lcon-intl.com
and to learn more about the corporate barter business go to

www.corporatebartencom

-Ar USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE * -04-

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1.800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: Sara Weissman Classified Asst: Michele Golden
MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $198.00, 1/2 inch increments: $99.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $35.00 per insertion. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Read-
ers responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they
are duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $25.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified is com-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 770 Broadway,
7th fl. New York, NY 10003. 1.800-723-9335 Fax: 646-654-5313.
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HELP WANTED

Lenithmedia
Zenith Media, named Adweek's "Media Agency of the Year 2001," prides
itself on strategic media vision, client satisfaction, outstanding leadership,
and talented media teams.

As a result of new business growth, we're seeking dynamic media pros for

a variety of opportunities. Join the agency that keeps on winning!

Media Planners, Media Planning
Supervisors and Media Buyers

National and Local Broadcast, Out Of Home, and Print experts across all
categories.

Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree; 3-10 years planning or buying agency experience;
superb written, presentation, organizational, and analytical skills. Must be
detail -oriented, strategic, a team player, and client -service driven. MS
Word, Excel, Powerpoint proficiency essential.

We offer a dynamic work environment and comprehensive benefits.
For consideration, please e-mail resume with salary requirements to:

Staffing@zenithmedia-na.com
No phone calls please

To find out more, visit us at:
www.zenithmedia.com

EOE

Successful
Growing
Printer

seeks

Sales Professionals
New 245,000 sq. ft.

State-of-the-art
Print facility creates

immediate opportunity.

Outstanding benefit &
compensation package.

gm411 Allied Printing Services, Inc
One Allied Wayv. Manchester. Connecticut 06045-0850
www.allledprintIng.com

e-mail: linda.lewis@alliedprinting.com

EOE M/F/DN

MEDIA BUYER
The right candidate must have a

minimum of 5 years experience buying
spot TV, radio & consumer print. Initially
this will be a freelance situation that can
lead to a full time position shortly. Requires
the ability to aggressively negotiate
rates & value-added for our accounts,
juggle & stay organized. Knowledge of
bartering a plus.

Fax resume to: 212-983-0953

Regional Sales
Manager

CMR, LLC, a leader in national ad-
vertising research, has an exciting FT
employment oppty as a Regional
Sales Manager to sell media & mar-
keting solutions to Regional & National
Advertisers. As the ideal candidate
you should have a BS/BA; 3+ yrs
selling exp. In addition to a profes-
sional demeanor & a strong business
acumen, you must have the ability to
work both independently as well as in
a team environment. Your ability to
identify prospects & develop/present
product overviews & sales proposals
is essential. Key to your success will
be strong written & oral communication
as well as multi -tasking, negotiation &
computer skills. Exp in media,
promotion or advertising research a
plus. Please submit cover ltr & resume
to:

CMR, LLC
Human Resources

685 Third Ave
New York, NY 10017
Fax: (212) 949-1942

Or email: NYBJOBS@cmr.com
EOE

Sr. AE
Copywriter/CD with business seeks
AE with business to build more busi-
ness. Letter/resume to:

ADWEEK BOX 2626
770 Broadway. 7th Floor

New York. NY 10003

Marketing Communications Director -
Branding Consultancy

Leading branding agency seeks a
Marketing Communications Director

The ideal candidate will be a motivated, passionate and tenacious individual who
thrives in a fast -paced environment. The primary responsibility of the Marketing
Communications Director is to provide external marketing support for the company
in support of its top line growth. This position reports to the president/CEO and will
work under the direction of the Director of New Business.

Position responsibilities include:
Development of an annual marketing plan and budget that reflects key company

objectives.
Management of the overall look feel and content of all client credential
presentations.
Coordination of all public relations opportunities. Function as the day to day
contact with the public Relations Agency.
Management of the design, production and implementation of all approved

marketing materials on an ongoing basis

Qualifications and experience:
Years experience in marketing communications in a similar, relevant industry

Familiarity with a wide range of communication media
High energy level, team player, flexible and adaptable
Degree preferred

Interested candidates, please send resume to:

ADWEEK Box 2638
770 Broadway, 7th Floor

New York, NY 10003

Senior Program
Manager

Innovative, media -driven non-profit
seeks professional to manage national

public health initiative designed to
reduce gun violence against children.
Strong background with public health
campaigns, communications and mar-

keting preferred. Send resume & letter

to:

staff @pax.com

or fax: 212-983-0135

Sales Executive/ VP
Newly created position for executive with
current outdoor or transit sales billing of
1m+ annually. Need to be self starter
with ability to work independently and
you must have the burning desire
to make an impact. Ground floor opportu-
nity with a company that employs cutting
edge technology, high management con-
cepts and a huge developing inventory.
Base salary, commission, benefits and
equity for successful candidate.

Send resume to

vpadsales@earthlink.net

or fax to 240-220-1255

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

WABC-TV seeks an energetic and
motivated Account Executive. Must
have strong communication skills
and be detail and service oriented.
Responsibilities include development
of new accounts and expanding
existing business. Major market and
local television sales experience
preferred. Please send resumes to:

Dan Donovan
WABC-TV

7 Lincoln Square -5th floor
New York, NY 10023

Or send e-mail to
dan.e.donovan@abc.com

No telephone calls please

We are an Equal Oppty Employer

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK.

For Classified Advertising Call
1-800-7-ADWEEK
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HELP WANTED

Traffic Manager
TechTV is the only 24 -hour cable tele-
vision network dedicated to showcasing
the impact technology has on
our everyday lives and the world at
large. By creating and delivering en-
tertaining and insightful programming
regarding today's and tomorrow's
technology news, events, products,
and people, TechTV enables viewers
to stay current and connected with all
things related to technology. TechTV
is currently available in more than 30
million households and distributes
content to 70 countries. With 1.5 million
unique visitors per month,
TechTV enhances the TV viewing ex-
perience with compelling companion
content and interactivity. TechTV is

owned by Vulcan Inc.

We are currently seeking a Traffic
Manager to head up our traffic depart-
ment. This position reports to the VP
of Advertising Sales and is located in
our New York Sales office.

Responsibilities:
Oversee formatting of programming
to create a daily Traffic log for Do-
mestic and International locals (Asia
and Canada)
Work with Sales Staff. Imputing
Sales orders in VCI. Sales Manage-
ment support and research
Log editing
Supervise Log Reconciliation and In-
putting of Agency Traffic Instruction.
Coordinate with other department
heads such as Promotions, Produc-
ers and Programming.

Requirements:
Organized and detailed oriented, has
the ability to work against deadlines.
Knowledgeable of VCI Television
Traffic System and experienced in
managing Traffice Department/Staff.
Minimum 10 years experience required.

Please send cover letter
and resume to
hr@techtv.com

Thank You

r

We were going to make a cool TV commercial

featuring lots of neat celebrities, but we're missing

a Broadcast Business Manager, so we couldn't.
If you are one and want to work here, send your resume to

Human Resources

Wieden+
Kennedy

224 NW 13th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97209

Account Manager
Octagon, a world -class sports
marketing company, seeks Account
Managers for its growing
consultancy division. Highly or-
ganized person needed to be pri-
mary liaison with clients, develop
program implementation/logistics
plan, manage jewel event pro-
gramming including hospitality,
promotions and brand presence
and provide support on national
promotional campaigns. Individual
must have superior client service
skills, excellent organization and
communication skills and be de-
tail -oriented. Interested candidates
should email resume & salary
requirements to:

hrmna@octagon.com
Or fax to: HRAM 203 351-4949

E.O.E. MN/F/D

TO ADVERTISE CALL
1-800-7-ADWEEK

VH1

Dir. Program Planning
Develop prog. strategies for upfront
sponsorships; stunts; promos;
banners; show formats. Coord. spon-
sorable elements w/Ad Sales Mktg. 4
yrs. exp. in TV prog. and ability to
work on -call req. Please email resumes
to:

cms709@yahoo.com
EOE

One Bad -Ass Suit
It's New York, so you've got to bring it.

Multicultural; Solid account manage-
ment; Strong brand, media and re-
search skills, too.

The one that nails this job will have an
ability to think, write, talk and
persuade even the toughest clients to
do the right thing. So if you've got
about 3 years experience in the busi-
ness and want to rise to new heights,

Go for It.
We make even the best, Better

Fax or write: 212 750-8898
e-mail to: hr@musecordero.com

ACCOUNT SUPERVISOR
Atlanta ad agency is seeking an AS.
Candidates must have 5+ years agen-
cy or equivalent experience. Experi-
ence at the AS level is strongly pre-
ferred. Experience with military related
accounts or prior military experience
is a must! Minority candidates are
strongly urged to apply. Send resume
and salary requirements via email to:

creativemarketl@aol.com

ADWEEK ONLINE:
FINDINGTHE RIGHT EMPLOYER JUST GOT A WHOLE LOTFASTER

ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified Online at adweek.com, the most comprehensive and
most up-to-date source of advertising, marketing and media positions, has several
new features that will help you streamline and target your search:

 Instant e-mail responses.Just by clicking on an email link that appears in many
online ads, you can send your resume, cover letter, and other material in sec-
onds to a prospective employer. And this means to confidential ads, too!

 Visit an employer's web page. Many online ads have a direct link to the com-
pany's website, so you can learn more about them fast.

 Direct links to the ADWEEK MAGAZINES Archives. Just by clicking on the
company's name, subscribers to ADWEEK Online's premium services can
search the Adweek, Brandweek, Mediaweek, and MC archives for news and
features about an employer. The more you know. the smarter you'll search.

VISIT ADWEEK.COM
In print and online, ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified is

THE HIRE AUTHORITY

THE CONVENIENT CLASSIFIED CONTACT FORM
USE THIS HANDY COUPON TO FAX OR MAIL YOUR AD

CLASSIFIED MANAGER: S. WEISSMAN
MAIL TO : ADWEEK CLASSIFIED 7TH FL.

770 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10003-9595
PHONE: 1(800) 7-ADWEEK OR FAX (646) 654-5313

REGION: East New England Southeast
Midwest Southwest West All

ADWEEK
BRANDWEEK
MEDIAWEEK

CATEGORY

*FREQUENCY: lx 2x 4x

MORE: (Specify)
"Not applicable to Advertising Services Categories

AD COPY (Attached additional sheet if needed)

PAYMENT
_I CHECK J MASTERCARD J VISA J AMER.EXP

Signature

Cardholder's Name
Card #

NAME

PHONE

ADDRESS

FAX



Cover Girl
New editor Bonnie Fuller has been given just one
year to turn Us WeeklYs newsstand sales into gold

WHILE THERE IS ALWAYS PRESSURE ON NEW EDITORS TO PROVE THEMSELVES, BONNIE

Fuller, the newly named editor in chief of Us Weekly, will really have to
put the pedal to the metal. According to sources familiar with the deal,
Fuller's contract is for only one year, with a substantial portion of her com-

pensation tied to Us' newsstand sales.
While a one-year deal is not unheard of,
top editors typically get pacts of at least
two to three years to protect themselves
in case they get fired or the magazine
folds before the term expires.

Working under a one-year contract
"is a lot of pressure," notes a top editor
of a monthly. "It denotes a lack of confi-
dence. What can you do in a year?
We're in the worst magazine economy
in history."

Jann Wenner, chairman of Wenner
Media, and Fuller declined to comment
on her contract. Us Weekly is jointly pub-
lished by Wenner and Walt Disney Co.

Just as the future of Us is so closely
linked to newsstand sales, so too is the
fate of Fuller. Despite the short term
of her agreement, Fuller's cover sensi-
bilities, considered by many in the in-
dustry to be brilliant, may be the final
push the celebrity weekly needs to
reach profitability. Thanks to her knack for
crafting attractive covers (specifically steamy,
eye -popping cover lines), Fuller delivered
solid newsstand sales as editor of G+J USAs
YM, Hearst's Marie Claire and Cosmopolitan,
as well as for most of her reign at Conde
Nast's Glamour.

"Bonnie in and of herself is an investment
on the newsstand," Wenner says. "Her experi-
ence plays right to what the strengths of Us are
and need to be."

To date, Us Weekly's newsstand sell -through
levels are averaging 30 percent, but Wenner
says he hopes to attain 40 percent. He adds
that the magazine is about two years away

MADONNA: ROCKY TIMES IN THE MARRIAGE?
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Wenner says he hopes Fuller
will make Us more dynamic and
even more feminine in tone.

from profitability-behind
its original plan. The compa-
ny has already poured $35
million into Us since its re-
launch as a weekly in 2000.

The title's paid circulation is showing healthy
signs; it was 929,131 in the second half of last
year, up 12.3 percent compared to the same
period of 2000, according to the Audit Bu-
reau of Circulations. Newsstand sales grew
8.1 percent. (Time Inc.'s People saw its total
circ advance 4.8 percent in last year's second
half, to 3.7 million.)

Us' ad pages are also on the rise, up 16.6
percent this year through March 4 (with
one less issue this year) to 152, reports the
Mediaweek Monitor.

Wenner adds that Fuller is expected to
sharpen Us' presentation and make it more
feminine. "Will it get a little sexier? I'm sure,"

he says. "But are we planning on pushing it
over to 'How to Get 58 Orgasms?' No. That's
not the plan." The plan is to capture more
female readers, which currently account for 62
percent of the title's audience, according to
Mediamark Research Inc. "It will probably be
more women -oriented and feminine in tone,"
Wenner says.

For her part, Fuller says she will keep Us
running on the same track. "Everything I do
with the [Us] team will be an evolution of
what's worked," she says.

The team has lost one of its players, how-
ever. Last week, Charlie Leerhsen, who held
the title of editor, resigned after nearly four
years at Us. Leerhsen says he will stay on for a
few weeks to assist Fuller and then expects to
join another publication (possibly Sports Illus-
trated or Spin) that he would not identify.

Meanwhile, there is much speculation as to
whether Fuller and Wenner can work well
together. Fuller tends to exceed budgets and
make sweeping last-minute changes; Wenner
keeps tight budgets and has been known to
micro -manage down to rewriting captions.

"I would expect to not have to be an ongo-
ing participant in the process," says Wenner.
"I'm not saying I won't send down my ideas or
be a sounding board...I would really love to
have her take full charge."

Adds Fuller: "I think it's going to work out
great. Everywhere I've worked, I've always
been open and interested in the opinions of
who I work for. I don't expect this to be differ-
ent." -Lisa Granatstein

Time to Reboot
Adds quarterly tech section
In an effort to both expand its technology
coverage and salvage the lucrative tech ads
gleaned over the years from its defunct spin-

off On magazine, Time this month will begin
publishing a quarterly special section, "Tech
Time," that will be inserted into 1 million
copies of computer -savvy subscribers.

Launching in the April 1 issue, "Tech
Time" will feature eight pages of gadgets, Web
reviews and how-to service pieces. "The idea is
to do what we've always done, which is devote
more pages to covering technology," says for-
mer On managing editor Joshua Quittner, who
will oversee "Tech Time" in addition to run-
ning Time.com. "We think there is a great
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es
market for this information among readers."

In many ways, Time's tech coverage has
come full circle. In 1995, Time Digital was
launched as a quarterly insert. TD was later
expanded to become the monthly On, but a
disappointing effort to convert its circulation
to paid from controlled forced Time to shutter
the spin-off last November. "The advertising
response to [On] was extremely strong," says
Time publisher Ed McCarrick. "Growing the
paid circulation to the 2 million level in a re-
cessionary economy was perhaps a little too
ambitious." When On folded, its circulation
rate base was 1 million. Though On's ad pages
fell 7.6 percent to 313 in 2001 (with 11 issues,
versus 8 in '00), revenue last year increased 8.1
percent to $19.5 million, according to the Pub-
lishers Information Bureau.

"In essence, we're going back to our roots
and [tapping into] the initial success of Time
Digital," adds McCarrick. "We'll be filling a
void in the marketplace." A full -color page in
"Tech Time" will cost $65,000 (versus $202,000
in the regular 4 -million circ run of Time). -LG

The Week Ahead
Bennis pub to file ABC audit

It may seem easy to question the wisdom of
launching a magazine into one of the deep-
est publishing slumps on record. Yet Dennis

Publishing believes it has a potential winner
with The Week, a weekly digest of news events
around the world whose start-up has been
fueled by house money from Dennis' enor-
mously successful Maxim.

The Week, which launched last April, claims
a paid circulation of 100,000, with about 90
percent of the total coming from subscriptions
(charter priced at $60 but renewing at $73.50)
and 8,000 to 12,000 per week in single -copy
sales ($3 per issue) from bookstores and transit
center kiosks. Justin Smith, The Week general
manager/publisher, says he plans to maintain
the 90/10 subs -to -newsstand ratio, which is
common for many U.S. weeklies.

Though The Week's circulation levels are
modest compared to Dennis' 2.5-million-circ
Maxim and last year's 350,000 -start-up Blender,
they are well in line with a paid circ goal of
300,000 to 400,000 within five years.

The Week is unusual in two key ways for
U.K-based Dennis. First, the title is a sub-
scription -driven weekly produced by a compa-
ny that has made its mark in this country with
strong newsstand sales of its monthlies. And, in
a departure, Dennis is using heavy direct mail

Mediaweek Maoazine Monitor
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NEWS/BUSINESS

ISSUE
DATE

CURRENT ISSUE

PAGES LAST

DATE
YEAR

PAGES
LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

YTO

PAGES
YID

LAST YEAR
PERCENT
CHANGE

BusinessWeekx 4 -Mar 58.65 5 -Mar 66.54 -11.86% 401.23 602.24 -33.38%
The Economist 23 -Feb 60.00 24 -Feb 65.00 -7.69% 356.00 448.00 -20.54%
Newsweek 4 -Mar 27.73 5 -Mar 29.23 -5.13% 246.98 222.09 11.21%
The New Republici/D 4 -Mar 8.83 5 -Mar 9.39 -5.96% 54.65 60.39 -9.50%
lime 4 -Mar 62.62 5 -Mar 37.40 67.43% 333.81 329.13 1.42%

US News & World Report NO ISSUE 5 -Mar 25.75 N.A. 160.83 207.56 -22.51%
The Weekly Standard 11 -Mar 10.00 12 -Mar 12.00 -16.67% 85.75 84.00 2.08%
Category Total 227.83 245.31 -7.13% 1,639.25 1,953.41 -16.08%

SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek 4 -Mar 23.10 5 -Mar 30.00 -23.00% 200.92 275.21 -26.99%
Entertainment Weekly 1 -Mar 28.43 2 -Mar 24.12 17.87% 236.38 264.15 -10.51%
Golf World 1 -Mar 28.92 2 -Mar 21.32 35.65% 209,18 186.15 12.37%
New YorkX/2 4 -Mar 34.40 5 -Mar 29.30 17.41% 410.90 428.50 -4.11%
Peoplex 4 -Mar 64.30 5 -Mar 75.02 -14.29% 505.40 560.85 -9.89%
The Sporting News 4 -Mar 13.33 5 -Mar 10.99 21.29% 116.52 102.07 14.16%

Sports Illustrated 4 -Mar 28.31 5 -Mar 27.41 3.28% 442.93 41326 7.18%
The New Yorker 4 -Mar 23.54 5 -Mar 37.46 -37.16% 275.86 352.57 -21.76%
Time Out New York 27 -Feb 64.00 28 -Feb 57.81 10.70% 513.50 546.00 -5.95%
TV Guide 2 -Mar 33.75 3 -Mar 54.76 -38.37% 440.15 560.29 -21.44%

US Weekly6 NO ISSUE 5 -Mar 17.50 N.A. 151.51 129.99 16.56%
Category Total 342.08 385.69 -11.31% 3,503.25 3,819.04 -8.27%

SUNDAY MAGAZINES
Parade 3 -Mar 12.11 4 -Mar 9.09 33.22% 105.49 108.90 -3.13%
USA Weekend 3 -Mar 13.63 4 -Mar 12.30 10.81% 112.83 104.62 7.85%
Category Total 25.74 21.39 20.34% 218.32 213.52 2.25%
TOTALS 595.65 652.39 -8.70% 5,360.82 5,985.97 -10.44%

D=double issue; E=estimated page counts; X=2001 YTD includes an out -of -cycle issue; 1.one more issue in 2001; 2=2 fewer issues thus far
in 2002; 6=six more issues in 2001

to build The Week's
circ. "It certainly rais-
es subscription ac-
quisition costs,"
Smith acknowledges
of the direct -mail
effort, "but we think
it's worth it in the
long run because it
will help us reach our
price targets."

Although The or break The Week.
Week is in the early
stages of its first renewal cycle, Smith believes
renewals could exceed 50 percent -an ambi-
tious goal. "The key here is we're trying to
keep the subscription price up," the former
Economist executive says. "Quality is more im-
portant to us than sheer growth numbers."

By late spring, The Week plans to file for its
first ABC audit, which will cover the fourth
quarter of this year.

While many magazines are simultaneously

1.01111.111.1 ,U ...N.

Subscribers will make

confronting circulation and ad sales crises, The
Week is limiting its advertising inventory to six
pages per 40 -page issue and following a busi-
ness plan based largely on circulation revenue.
(The title's six -year -old namesake in the U.K.,
also subscription -driven, recently boosted its
ad inventory to nine pages per issue.)

Of course, with advertising in many maga-
zines down by steep double -digits, this may
not be madness at all -limiting the book's ad
inventory could actually add cachet. "Advertis-
ing's a premium [in The Week]," says circ con-
sultant Dan Capell, "so Madison Avenue may
feel it has to be in."

Advertisers in the weekly have included
Volkswagen, Absolut and Geico Direct insur-
ance. Smith says most issues are sold out
through March, due in part to new business
from the likes of Ford.

"As long as they can keep their costs in line
and get close to the price they're targeting, the
circ-revenue driven model has a chance to suc-
ceed," Capell adds. -John Masterton
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Better odds than

the lottery.

For $39.95 you could earn millions.

Introducing The Mediaweek Career Network Online, the place to
find the best advertising, marketing and media jobs. Forget
information overload from general employment sites. Search
our industry -specific listings. We have four times as many Help
Wanted ads as our nearest competitor.

Online Job Search Package - just $39.95 for 3 months

You get:

 Early bird access to all our Help Wanted ads.

IDNew ads every day.

 Industry specific ads only - advertising, marketing and media.

 Free downloads from Adweek/Brandweek/Mediaweek
current issues and Archives for objective information about
prospective companies.

 Free posting of your resume in our Resume Bank.

 Resume workshop.

 Job search tips.
Go to:

mediaweek.com
Click on:

"Career Network"



He makes the TV
"His insight into ratings and
trends is flawless. VVe would be
lost without him."

-Maury Povich

"You're the first thing I read
every morning."

-Dick Wolf,
Creator and Exec. Producer

of Law & Order and
Law & Order: Special

Victims Unit

"-he Insider has a unique and
valuable perspective. I'd even
pay 'or it if I had to."

-Adam Ware, COQ, UPN

"It is fantastic, a reliable
source for the latest informa-
tion in television."

-Griffith Barger,
Supervisor for Nissan

North American at
TBWA/OMD

"The Insider offers what would
take me an hour to clean from
trade paper; in just a matter of
minutes."

-Geoffrey Mark Fidelman,
Author, The Lucy Book

Your columi is smart, hip and
E. !ways provccative."

-Clyde Phillips,
Producer, Get Real

"Hats off
column. I'
speed you c

"It is man.
anyone wh
blood of
program."

Do you need to know what's going on in TV ..every day? RatingE, news, trends, announcements,
gossip, expert opi lions' Marc Berman will help you. If yo ire at a network, ad agency, syndication
company or cable operation, you'd better sigr up quickly -or the Programming Insider while it's
still free. Many of the n-Dst famous execs in the business are already getting it. Like them, you'll
get Marc's unique brand of journalism by E-mail every mo -fling. And you'll be better informed than
',,ou've ever been before. (Plus, you'll have a chance to teEt your expertise with Marc's Insider
Trivia quizzes.)



experts look good.
incredible

ed at the
is tocetl-er."

II Bijoux,
onto Sun

"Thanks for all you do. I live by
your programming notes."

-Jerry Jones,
WCBI

"Keep up the good work an
reaorting syndication demos.
You are the. only reporter doiig
it consistent y."

-Dick Robertson,
President, Warner Bros.

Domestic Television

eadi lc for
es the I :e "Thank ou for the very
iness, the professional coverage of the

NATPE con'Brence."

Carfolite, -Bruce Johansen,
!Via nager, President/CEO NATPE
B Fox 43

Marc Berman
EDITOR OF THE PROGRAMMING INSIDER

Subscribe to the
PROGRAMMING INSIDER

Send your name, company name,
title and e-mail Eddress to:

Mberman@media week.com
A SE rVICe of mediaweek corn

FY ts



The 2002

MF.DUINEEK
Media Plan of the Year

Competition

CALL FOR ENTRIES - Deadline: April 8th

Enter Your Best Plans In Our Annual Competition.. .

Your Group Could Win the $10,000 Grand Prize!
The media plan expresses the essence of the advertising business. It is the place where all the lines of
advertising intersect - account planning, creative, media planning, media buying, account management,
and top management. Your media plan may be the best in the business. Enter it in MEDIAWEEK's

Plan of the Year competition by April 8th, 2002 and find out. You might win the $10,000 Grand Prize.

$10,000 Grand Prize For Excellence
Awarded for the judge's choice for best overall plan.

Our distinguished panel of judges will select Plans of the Year in the
following categories:

1. Best plan for a campaign spending more
than $25 Million

2. Best plan for a campaign spending between
$10 Million and $25 Million

3. Best plan for a campaign spending between
$1 Million and $10 Million

4. Best plan for a campaign spending
$1 Million or less

Judging Criteria
 innovative nature of the concept
 tactical approach
 creative and or innovative use of media
 effectiveness relative to the objective

5. Best use of National Television and/or Cable

6. Best use of Local Television

7. Best use of Magazines

8. Best use of Radio

9. Best use of Newspapers

10. Best use of Out -of Home

11. Best use of Internet

Your Secrets are Safe with Us
Media plans often contain sensitive, competitive
information but don't let that keep you from entering
this competition. Our judges all sign confidentiality
agreements and they are never assigned to product
categories in which they compete professionally.



Who is Eligible?
Any US advertising agency media department, media
buying service or in-house advertising agency or media
department may enter. To be eligible, your plan must
be under execution between February 28, 2001 and
March 1, 2002.

How to Enter
Detach and complete the official entry form on the bottom
of this page. Please photocopy this form for multiple
submissions. Attach the completed entry form as a
cover to your statement which should describe the
nature of the plan, why you consider it creative, and
how it achieved the clients objectives. Statements
should not exceed 750 words in total and must be
typed on a single page. Feel free to discuss any
background information or situation analysis relevant
to set the stage for the program description.

Questions?
Please call Jennifer Minihan at
MEDIAWEEK at (646) 654-5134 or
email her at jminihan@adweek.com

Documentation
Please include documentation such as a copy of the
media plan, examples of the execution and any client
testimonials demonstrating the successful results of
your plan. In order to properly categorize your entry,
be sure to indicate the level of media spending on your
entry. Confidential, proprietary information in the
supporting documentation may be censored.

Entry Deadline
All entries must be postmarked by
April 8, 2002.
Entry fees: $160 per entry.
Checks or money orders should be made payable to
MEDIAWEEK's Media Plan of the Year.

Send entries to:
Jennifer Minihan
MEDIAWEEK
770 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10003

MEDIAWEEK's Plan of the Year Official Entry Form

All entries must be postmarked by April 8, 2002

Category number (1 through 11):

Submitted by:

Company:

Address:

City:

State: Zip:

Phone:

Fax:

SEND ENTRIES TO:
Jennifer Minihan
MEDIAWEEK

770 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10003

Your Client:

Brand:

Budget:

Media used when the plan was implemented:

Names and titles of those involved in developing the plan:

EDUWEEN



M cl: Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

The Truth About Oprah
WHILE WRITING ABOUT THE ANTHRAX ATTACK ON THE FLOR-

ida tabloid factory called American Media Inc. last fall, Media Person
made a snide and totally uncalled-for slur upon that great bastion of
quality journalism, the National Enquirer. MP was immensely grumpy

that day, though that is no excuse for ques-
tioning the Enquirer's well-known dedication
to accuracy. His intemperate attack brought an
anguished and very sincere letter from the
general counsel of the highly regarded journal,
who reasonably objected to the outrageous
assertion "that the National Enquirer does not
constitute a reliable source."

Abashed and bent upon redemption, Media
Person resolved that he would actually start
reading the Enquirer before commenting on it
again. This he has done steadily for the past
four months, which is about as long as MP is
capable of concentrating on anything.

And what a delightfully rewarding experi-
ence it has been! Early on, for example, Media
Person and his fellow Enquirer readers learned
who was behind the anthrax terror. "IRAQ
DID IT!" proclaimed the Enquirer's Nov. 6
cover, in yellow letters an inch -and -a -half tall.
Unlike so many other craven newspapers, the
Enquirer does not stoop to hedge, qualify and
cavil. Its fearless reporters flatly presented the
news that "Madman Saddam Hussein" was
behind the attack on its headquarters as a
proven fact.

Talk about scoops! The Enquirer wasn't
only ahead of the rest of the media on that one,
it beat the U.S. government, which, these four
months later, has unaccountably ignored the
Enquirer's cracking of the case and-unbeliev-
able as it may seem-is now hinting that the
culprit is probably some disgruntled American
with access to a bio-lab! What is the matter
with these FBI people? Here is the solution
right in front of them, and they ignore it!

The paper's achievement is even more
remarkable when you consider that foreign
news isn't even its forte. Indeed, finding the
circulation dropping, the editors soon real-

ized that their intellectually demanding read-
ership was worried that the Enquirer might
be neglecting its principal beat-which,
Media Person does not have to tell you, is
revealing which celebrities have developed
fatal diseases-and they courageously termi-
nated their coverage of Saddam's bioterror
campaign. But then what else was left to say
anyway? The Enquirer had nailed it. Publica-
tions of lesser veracity must constantly run
follow-up stories, corrections and letters to
the editor. The Enquirer has no need of such
pathetic admissions of fallibility.

Yes, celebrity affliction is the field where
this great newspaper is truly reaching seldom -
attained heights of journalistic glory. In an
"Enquirer World Exclusive" in the Nov. 13
edition, the cover story announced the shock-
ing news "OPRAH BATTLING DEADLY
DISEASE". Why at this late date Oprah is
blithely carrying on her doomed career as if

sive coverage in the Enquirer, which presents
their travails as a traditional morality play. Here
are these two rich, famous and semi -beautiful
stars who ought to be happy as Al Roker, but
one obsessively shovels in food and the other
less nutritious substances. It's enough to make
you pause for some deep philosophical con-
templation as you stand there in the supermar-
ket line shuffling through 30 or 40 pages try-
ing to find the story behind the shocking cover
headline. (The Enquirer does not deign to run
something as trifling as an index when the
space can be better used for important news.)

Of course, the disastrous state of celebrity
health uncovered week after week by intrepid
Enquirer reporters goes far beyond the Oprah-
Whitney axis of illness. Cover lines have alert-
ed the public to one shocking, stunning, secret
and tragic case after another: Maria Rushing
Arnold to the Hospital; Brad's Breakdown;
Faith Hill Baby Fighting for Its Life; Jon-
Benet's Mom Dying (the Enquirer long ago
solved the mystery behind that case, by the
way, though the police as usual have yet to
catch up); Will & Grace Star Getting Secret
Surgery; Nancy Reagan's Collapse; and The
Family Secret That Could Wreck Harry Potter

UNLIKE THE PERVERSE OPRAH, WHITNEY AT LEAST HAS THE GRACE TO

APPEAR DEAD IN HER PHOTOGRAPHS AND PUBLIC APPEARANCES.

she were still alive and well is something that
Media Person can attribute only to the well-
known arrogance of show -business stars,
whose haughtiness leads them to foolishly
disregard their responsibilities to the public
and the media that faithfully serve its needs.

The Nov. 20 Enquirer uncovered yet anoth-
er secret celebrity fatality: "WHITNEY DY-
ING", the cover thundered. Unlike the per-
verse Oprah, Whitney at least has the grace to
appear dead in her photographs and public ap-
pearances. The troubled pair, one annoyingly
overweight and the other under, receive exten-

Star's Career. (The shameful secret turns out
to be that if Daniel Radcliffe "shows signs he's
getting sucked into the sort of crazy celebrity
scene that almost destroyed child stars Drew
Barrymore and Macaulay Culkin, they'll [his
parents] pull the plug on his career for good!")

Where would we be without journalism of
this caliber? What sense could we possibly
make of our lives and our world? The answer is
obvious, and Media Person is once again grate-
ful that he has the largeness of spirit to admit
when he was wrong and to make amends. It is
the least he can do. The very least.
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